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ABSTRACT

The objective of Project 32.3 was to evaluate some operational characteristics of a radio-
logical shelter and to determine values for some countermeasures-system parameters. The
operation consisted of two phases, the first involving measurements made by pwoiect ptrsonnel
in a manned station having the characteristics of a high-performance radiological shelter and
the second involving monitoring and reclamation operations in an area near the shelter be-
ginning about 1 hr after burst.

Measurements were made inside the shelter beginning at shot time to (1) test a simple
shelter monitoring system, (2) test a proposed ventlation intake configuration inteL.ded to
eliminate a requirement for filtration of the .shelter air supply, (3) determine the effective
gamma-radiation shielding afforded by an operational shelter, including two different exhaurit
ventilation configurations and a simple enLtrance configuration, and (4) determine those radia-
tion and fallout characteristics needed to evaluate the operational measurements. The second
phase involved (1) the test of a key-point initial monitoring technique, (2) the test of two pro-
posed techniques for determ.,ing reclamation effectivereas In advance of reclamation opera-
tions, (3) the test of the feasibility of achieving a residual number of 0.01 in a cleared area,
and (4) the test of a barrier as an alternative to i buffer zone.

Data were obtained on two shots (Diablo and Shasta). The shelter, having a minimum
earth-cover thickness of 3 ft, provided an average shielding 'eduction factor of about 10,000.
A.1 openings in the earth cover for ventilation and other purposes were satisfactory from a
radiological point of view with the exception of the straight entrance way. The shelter moni-
toring system provided adequate information. The air-filter data showed no requirement for
air filtration at air intdke flow rates of 300 to 600 cfm with the ihtake configuratAon used. All
objectives in the second phase were successfully met with one exception. It was not possible to
obtain an adequate test of the feasibility of achieving a residual number of 0.01 In the staging
area because of the poor condition of the test area.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

"..1 OBJECTIVE

The objective of Project 32.3 was to evaluate the performance of a number of important
components of a radiological countermeasures system1' 2 in orde- to fix minimum performance
requirements or to establish the feasibility of procedures proposed on theoretical grounds. One
group of components is involved in the emergency phase of the F, stem and is associated with a
radiological shelt:r li a fallout area. This group of components was the s-:b ect of phase I of
the project. A second group of components is concerned with the operational recovery pha&, of
the system and involves operations in .he fallout area outside the shelter. This group was the
subject of chase HI.

1.1.1 Phase I Objectives

All pha ie I objectives involved measurements made within, and from within, an occupied
undergrounm, shelter located in the local fallout area but beyond the region of significant blast
damage. These objectives were as follows:

(a) Operational Monitor System: To evaluate the operational suitability and accuracy of a
simple low-cost device for determbiing from within the shelter the radiological situaticrn out-
side the shedter.

(b) Ingress of Contaminated Air: To evaluate the ability af a simple low-cost configura-
tion of the shelter ventilation system to satisfactorily prevent the entry of hazardous amounts
of radiological fallout into the shelter and to drtern ine whether or not filtration cf the air
supply would be a requirement of shelter designt.

(c) Effects of Openings on Shielding: To evaluate the effective shielding provided by an
underground shelter and to determine the effect of the shelter entrance and two adfferent
ventilation--upening configurations on the effective shielding.

(d) Supporting Technical Studies: To obtain information on radiological decay, entrgv
spe.-tra, and physivochemical characteristics of fallout necessary to interpret thp results of
the operational measurements.

1 1 2 'hase 11 Objectives

Phase II objectives involved measurements outside the shelter following phase 1. Most ob-
ject'ves are concerned with the establlshnment of a iu.ltable staging area for operational re-
covery. Thewie were as follows:

( il Initial Monitoring frorn Shelter: To evaluate a standard procedure for determining
essential radiological information in a minimun, amount of time and with a minimum expoxsWse
of perswi'lel
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(b) Staging-area Reclamation. To establish the feasibility of achieving a residual number
of 001" in the preparation of a cleared staging area and to determine the operational
residual numbers associated w1tth this effort.

(c) Reclamation Test Methods: To obtain an initial feasibility judgment on two techniques,
'proposed on theoretlcal grounds, for determining the effectivene3s of a reclamation method on
a small representative area before committing personnel to a large-scale operation,

(d) Alternative Buffer-zone Techniques: To determine the relative effectiveness, as a
function of effort expended, of a barrier technique vs. a buffer-zone method.

1.2 BACKGROUND

The radiological-defense system 3- consists of three time phases of action following a con-
taminating, nuclear event: (1) emergency phase, (2) operational recovery phase, and (3) final

0
4 ONLY SHIELDED OPERATIONS FEASIBLE

N

4
-J
4

SHORT TERM UNSHIELDED OPERATIONS FEASIBLE

0

o NO SIGNIFICANT GAMMA
wRADIATION HAZARD

OPERATIONAL RECOVERY I FINAL
EMER6ENCY PHASE RECOVERY

PHASE PHASE

I IME AFTER ATTACK

Fig. 1.1 -Phases of radiological defense.

recovery phase.' The technical basis for this phasing lies principally in tthe manner in which
the garnma-radia ion hazard decreases with increasing time after burst. \n general, the
gamma radiation decays very rapidly at early times and more and more slowly at later times
after burst. Operations consequently, must be geared to this decay rate. In the central regions

of a fallout arei, there exists a time period immediately following the arrival of fallout in which
the gamma-radiation hazard may be so high that no unshielded operatiori• are feasible without
casualties (or without exceeding the allowable personnel exposure). This time period con-

stitutes the emergency ph•se, as shown in Fig, .1I. All operatiens durirng this phase must t.!ke

place in shelters that provide adequate shielding against the gamma radiation. The fundamental

objective during this phase is the survival of personnel. Therefore, adequate personnel shelters

are the minimum requirement for defense during this phase.

At some time alter fallout has ceased, the ganmma-radiation hAzard 'will have decreased to

the point where short-term unshielded operations are feasible, although long-term or norrnal

*Residual number is a measure of radiological countermeasure -ffu'ctiveness and ts de
fined as the ratio of the measurement with the coun:ermeasure to the c.rrespundlng measure-
ment without the countermeasure.
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functions are not. At this time the ability to perform short-term functions can be used to
create the necessary cinditions for the resumption of the longer term functions. The principal
means available for tl.is purpose is reclamation. This time period, which has as its objective
the recovery and operation of the essential unprotected facilities, is the operational recovery
ohase.

At a much later time, about one to two years for most of the contaminated area, the
gamma-radiation hazard will have decreased to a level where it is no longer significant. This
may be concnitently taken as the level at which the present permissibie exposure of 0.3 r/week
wcald not be exceed~d. T - final recovery phase will begin at this time and will continue in-
definitely. Nonessential areas bypassea during the operation.al recovery phase can then be re-
occupied. External gamma radiation would no longer be a significant hazard, but the coitrol of
the internal alpha- and beta-radiatiun hazards could constitute a majiur publlc-health problem.

Participation was scheduled for Diablo and Shasta shots, with participation in Whitney and
possibly other shots conditional on the succoss or failure of the earlier participations.

The shelter (a standard ammunition-storage magazine of the type previously tested to 25
psi) was located in the most probable fallout area at a distance ,Ihere the predicted blast over-
pressure would not exceed 3 psi. Average gamma-radiation intensity anticirated at thi range
(assuming that the shelter was downwind) was about 100 mr/hr measured 1 hr alter burst;
maximum radiation intensity expected was about 1 r/hr measured at I hr. Since fallout arrival
time would he a matter of minutes after burst, much higher transient intens.ities were antici-
pated. Nevertheless, the relatively low levels of fallout anticipated indicated that ineasure-
ments within the shelter would be difficult and that phase H operations must be accompliihed
beginning about 1 hr after burst. These conditions influenced the choice of objectives and tCe
experimental procedure.

REFERENCES

1. W. E. Strope, Radiological Defense Measures as a Countermeasure System, Report USNRDL-
TR-74, Feb. 15, 1956.

2. Atomic Warfare Defense, NavDocks TP-PL-2, July 1, 1956.
3. Radiclogical Recovery of Fixed Military Installations, NavDocks TP-PL-Il, June 1, 1957.
4. J. R. Ear" et al., Operation Jangle Report, WT-400, 1952.
5. J. D. Sartor, H. B. Curtis, H. Lee, and W. L. Owen, Cost and Effectiveness of Decontamina-

tion Procedures for Land Targets, Report USNRDL-TR-196, Dec. 27, 1957.
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Chapter 2

PROCEDURE

2.1 GENERAL PLAN

The opcratirng area tor the project is shown in Fig. 2.1. The general procedure was to
man the shelter on D-I night with designated personnel (about 15 people). At H-30 min
mechanical ventilation was shut down, and blast closures were secured on all openings. Shelter
status was reported to the Control Point (CP) at required intervals via phone (Appendix C).
Telephone link was backed by emergency radio link. Immediately after the detonation, closures
were removed, and ventilation was activated. Predicted fallout arrival time was 6 to 10 min
after barst. The intensity was expected to peak about 20 min after burst, an" .•_:l:ut was ex-
pected to be complete approxdmately 30 min after burst. Phase I measurements were made
during the first hour. Approxim;t,"!' 45 min to 1 hr after t-irst, the exact time depending on
the radiological situation reaulting At the shelter, the phase i1 initial monitoring routine was
carried out. Information obtained was relayed to the shelter by voice radio. If none of the
three prelocated areas had received a suitable level of fallout, no operations would be con-
ducted on that shot.

Phase I operations were conducted inside the underground radiological shelter (Fig. 2.2).
The alhelter, a standard 25- by 48-ft Armco Multi-plate ammunition-storage magazine, was
modified as shown in Fig. A 1. The new entrance unit, containing a Navy standard quick-acting
watertight door and two hooded ventilation intakes, was reached by an open ramp and a covered
passageway approximately 30 ft long (Fig. 2.3) The sheiter was buried side-on to the shot
area beneath 3 ft of ,arth caver, the entrance facing away from Ground Zero (GZ). The roof of
the shelter housed twM exh-aust ventilators of differing configurat'on, two dosimeter tubes, a
periscope hous':.:, 2nd! nn antenna lead tube. A small buried sampit -'ollection room was lo-
cated adjacent to the end C" the shelter which was opposite ,he entrance. It was entered from
the shelter through a crawl space. The shelter was ventilated by two M6 collective protectors,
with a total capacity of 600 ,'fm Design details of the shelter are given in Appendix A.

Phase U operations v,ý,re cunducted in an area ineasuring 500 ft on a side. Three such
areas were prede-signated and staked prior to shot time. These areas are shown in Fig. 2.1.
The areas offered very difficult conditions for land reclamation. compared wita arcea re-
claimed at Operation Jangle,t becausc of the rocky condition of the soil and the presence of
gullies aad wa Jheg. Eierause of this, extensive preparation of the areas was nerssary to pro-
vWe" evten minimum ,Ncnditions f,'i- succtsau.iui l.t reclamation by scraping Large numbers of
stones and toulders *ere removod !r..-, .,hese at, as Even witi these efforts, scraping was
substituted for plowin4 as the only practicable tndifer-zone method Land-reclamation equip-
inent and otter ',ehicies wete located about 3 miecs southwes! of the shot towers, and the jeeps
were located to he rear of 1he shelter near the entrance. The jeeps were revi-tted and covered
with tarpaujins ,.iduing Zii- ,N!lat 4'veMt.
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V
2.2 OPERATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM

Objective I(a) involved the evaluation of the low-cost monitoring device shown in Fig. 2.4.

The system consists o' a 1-in. steel pipe projecting abcve the shelter roof which is fitted with
a wooden rod drilled at the upper end to receive a stancard IM-9 self-reading dosimeter. The
dosimeter is charged within the shelter, run up to the e.'posed position for a measured period

of time, and withdrawn; the dose 0" then read. The gamma-radiation intensity is obtained by
the following relation:

t

where I is the intensity In roentgens per hour, D is the dose in roentgens as read on the
dosimeter, and t ie the tii," ot exposure in minutes.

The value of I thus calculated if associated with the time after burst c',f responding to the
mid-point of the exposure period. The experimental procedure involves a variable exposure
period ranging between 1 and 6 min, depending on the done recorded on the previous exposure,
and a constant 1-min down time while the dosimeter is being read, the reading is being re-
corded. and the dosimeter is being recharged, if necessary.

Two euch systems were fitted in the shelter for purloses oi intercomparison, one at each
end of the shelter. The forward dosimeter tube is shown in Fig. 2.5. The exposure schedules
for the two systems were arranged to provide exposure by one system during the down titre o;.
the other system, thus providing better resolution of the arrival time and peaking time.

The following information was to be obtained from tie system:
1. Time of arrival of fallout
2. Time and absolute value of peak intensity
3. Time of fallout cessation
4, A prediction of the standard intensity (roentgens per hour at 1 hr) based on readings

taken at about fallout cessation (about 30 min aftcr burst)

Items I and 2 were obtained directly from the intensity measurements; items 3 and 4 were
obtained by correcting the intensity measurements to 1 hr by means of the decay curve shown
in Fig. 2.6. Information obtained was evaluated following tae event by comparison with data ob-
tained under objective I(d) and data obtained by Project 32. 4.

2.3 INGRFSS OF AIRBORNE ACTIVITY

Objective I(b) was concerned with the evaluation of a simple ventilation intake configura-
tion for the shelter whic. previous experiments had indiated should prevent significant
amounts of fallout from entering the shelter (Fig. A. 1). Air is drawn through the entrance
tunnel, which acts as a plenum chamber. At the shelter two intakes, protected by mushroom
heads that force s reversal of air direction, are locatec adjacent to the door. Air is taxen into
the shelter by two M6 collective protectors.2 delivering a total volume of 600 cfrn (Fijb. 2.7),
Air velocity across the face of the entrance tunnel is approximately 30 ft min. The combina-
tion of low air velocity in the tunnel and mushroom vent caps on the air intakes was the con-
figuration being tested.

The ingress of contaminated air through the configuration was determined from activity
collected on the particulate filters in the collective protectors These measurements were to
be made at USNRDL alter shot participation.

It was necessary to relate the activity 'oncentration In the air moving through the system
to Zhe activity concentration in the air exernal to the shelter in order to furthtr define the
conditions of test so that the results could be evaluated for other contaminatiig events For
this purpose me.,surements were made both inside and outsaid4 the shelter to determine the
activity concentration As a function ol time and the average activity concentration during the
fal!out period

Four aerosol a-,pling units and two collective prutecto, units were used to obtain the
data. Two aerosol sampling units (one automatic incremental sampler and ,ae Porta- Vac
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sampler) were placed outside the shelter entrance (Fig. 2.8) to measure activity concentra-
tion with time and total activity during the fallout period in the open atmosphere. Two sampling
units (both Porto-Vac samplers) and the M6 units were located inside the shelter. One sampler
was used to measure the activity concentration in the plenum chamber through an operting in
the doer, and the other unit was used to measure the activity concentration in the intak a of the
M6 unit (Fig. 2.9).

Aerosol sampling began when fallout reached the vicinity of the shelter indicated by the
Project 32.4 gamma intensity-time recorder (GITR) located outside the shelter. At this time
outside samplers were switched on. The two samplers 1ns~de 'he she1 Lter were operated for
sampling periods of 2-min duration with 1-mrn intervals between sampling periods. Filters
from shelter samplers were replaced after each sampliag period and were stored for counting
after the end of the fallout event.

Aerosol sampling inside and outside the shelter was stopped shortly after the end of the
fallout event. When the intensity outside the shelter permitted, personnel recovered the filters
from the outside samplers for counting.

2.4 EFFECTS OF OPENINGS ON SHIELDING

Objective I(c) was concerned with evaluation of the effective shielding against fallout radi-
ation provided by an underground sheJter i.ving approximately 3 ft of earth cover over the
crown. Al has been pointed out3 that, although 3 ft of earth cover may be expected to provide a
residual number between 0.001 and 0.0005, the effective shielding afforded by an operational
shelter will be controlled by openings in the earth cover required for entrances, ventilation
ducts, and other shelter appurtenances. In addition, a cyliadirical shelter with a level fill will
have an increasing thickness of earth cover for areas not on the center line.

The shielding effectiveness of the ,helter in the vicinity of the air vents and entrance was
determined by measurements of gamma intensity and gamma dose inside and outside the
shelter and by measurements of the gamma-energy spectrum inside the shelter. On the ex-
terior the needed data were obtained by (1) continuous meas'-rement and recording of intensity
and dose at fixed locbatims above and near the shelter, (2) a gamma survey on and around the
shelter, and (3) measurements made by Project 32.4 on total and incremental fallout colleUtors
around the ,ielter. Inside the shelter data were obtained by (I) measurement of gamma inten-
sity and dose at a few fixed stations, (2) survey measurements at a large number of other sta-
tions distributed throughout the shelter, (3) a directional gamma-radiation survey along the
center line oft the shelter, and (4) measurements of gamnma-energy epectra using a single-
channel pulse-height analyzer.

2.4.1 Dose Measurements

Dose measurements outside the shelter were made with film-badge dosimeters. Film
badges were secured near the top of the dosimeter tubes (about 2 ft 6 in. above th* ground) and
to the center ventilator (about 6 in. above the grouna) (Figs. 2.5 !"nd 2.10). These dosimeters
were collectecO upon complet'on of phase I; they recorded the dose both from initial pmma
radiation and iron fallout up to the time of collection. About 2 min after burý.6, when the dose
from initial gamma radiation had been received, another set of film badges was introduced
into the above locations from inside the she!ter. Several film badges were pushed up each
dosimeter tub,- and dropped into a cup attached near the top of the tube (Fig. 2.5). Other film
badges attached to metal rods were pushed up the center veist to an expo'e'd location. These
badges recorded only fallout dose and were collected at the same time as the original group,
The differencu between the dises recorded by the two sets of badges was attributed to initial
ramnma radiation.

A limited number of dose nicasurements were made inside the shelter. Because of the
high degrete uf protection Aiford1ed by the shelter, film-tudge dosimeters were toe insensitive
to be used Near shelter )penings, where the h.ighest doses were expected. self-reading elec-
troscope dosimeters (0 to 200 nr) were used. A line of dosimeters waa strung vertically be-
low the ventilation openings Measurement heights on the vertical 1:ne were 3. 6, 9, and 12 V!
above the shelter Nioor. Thre doesimeters were located near the shelter door All seli-
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reading dosimeters were read about 2 min after burst to determine the dose from initial
gamma radiation; final readings were made at the completion o0 phase I.

In addition to the above, a number of Victoreen background dosimeters (0 to 10 mr) were
charged by a manometer charger-reader about 2 min after burst and were placed in the well-
Arotected parts of the shelter to measure the anticipated low doses at these points (Fig. 2.1Y).

2.4.2 Intensity Measurements

Continuous measurement of intensity at a fixed location on top of the shelter (Fig. 2.12)
was provided by a Project 32.. GITR with the recording console inside the shelter. This in-
strument was switched on 2 hr before shot time and continued to record until the completion
of phase II.

About I hr after burst, depending on the radiolor#ical situation, a gamma-intensity survey
was made using the AN/PDR-27C aaid AN/PDR-391TIB) survey meters at the points shown in
Fig. 2.13. At the time these measurements were made the top of the cent ,r exhaust vent was
decontaminated by broom, and sandbags were piled around the vent to reduce the contribution
of the vent to the radiation field inside the shelter to a low level. A second survey was then
performed within the shelter.

Intensity measurements inside the shelter were made using modified AN/PDR-27C in-
struments. Seven such instruments were connected by cables to one 12-channel Heilaiid
recorder. These instruments were used to take detailed survey measurements at a large num-
ber of survey stations inside the shelter. The survey was initiated after fallout cessation
(about 30 min after burst). Initially, monitors lined up at stations in row A (stations Al, A2,
A3, etc., in Fig. 2.11). On signal, all monitors read the instrument at the 3-ft height above the
floor and irecorded the readings. At the same time the instruments were recorded for ;0 sec
on the Heiland recorder. Monitors then moved to row B, and the process was repeated. Meas-
urements were also made at other heights of Interest (6, 9, and 12 ft above the floor). A sec-
ond survey was made after the center vent had been shielded.

In addition to the above, AN/PDR-27C instruments, modified to record Individually On
Brown recorders, were located as shown in Fig. 2.11; they recorded continuously.

2.4.3 Directional Measurements

The s( irce of radiation inside the shelter was investigated with a directional gamma-
intensity meter (see Appendix B). Measurements were initiated at fallout arrival time at loca-
tions along the center line of the shelter (row C). At each location the instrument was rotated
in a plane including the nearest shelter opening (entrance or ventilators).

2.4.4 Energy-spectrum Measurements

A single-channel pulse-heigst antlyzer (Appendix B) was located at position A6. This 1n-
strument was used intermittently to determine the gamma spectrum at this point within the
shelter.

2.5 SUPPORTING TECHNICAL STUDIES

Objective 1(d) included a series of precise measurements to define more completely the
radiological situation at the shelter. The instrumented area on top of the shelter is shown in
Fig. 2.12

2.5 1 Interval-collector Data

Two inte-val collectors placed near the shelter were activated at about H. 2 -l-!n The
coll,',!ng surface was a grease-cuered plastic disk about 3 in. in diameter. Each disk was
exposed for a period of I mln. and the collectors were operated to collect fallout up to about
H# I hr. At about H* 2 hr. Project 32.4 personnel recovered the samples and returned them
to USNRDL !nr analysis. These analyses were used to determine the time of arriva! of fallout
at the shelter, the rate uf arrival of fallout, the time oi cessatio&n of fallout, and, together with
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the GITR records and decay measurements, the transit dose at the shelter. In addition, the
saniples were used to determine the range of fallout-particle sizes at the shelter.

2.5.2 Early-time Decay of Fallout Samples

Samples of fallout were collected by aluminum and plastic hexcell collectors and a hand-
operated eleva,,:," located in the shelter sample room. An aluminum tray was exposed at H-30
min and retrieved at H+ 2 min as a collection of possible throw-out material. After recovery
of the aluminum tray, a 6- x 6-in. hexcell collector was placed on the elevator and raised into
collecting position. As soon as the GITR showed a rapid rise in the field intensity, the first
hexcell was recovered and a second was exposed. The second hexcell collector was ex.-osed
until cessation of fallout (or until such time as the first sample had decayed to a low level).

Decay of the samples was measured in the USNRDL 4r ion chamber, an argon-gas ioniza-
tion chamber operated at 600 psig with a previously determined photon-energy response. 4

2.5.3 Early-time Photon Spectra of Fallout Samples

At H + 5 niin (shot Diablo) a helicopter left the CP area and picked up an open-close collec-
tor located 75 yards east of the shelter. The sample was returned to the Project 2.2 trailer lo-
cated at Mercury. A counting sample was prepared, and the first spectrum was taken as soon
as possible cn the 100-channel analyzer. Spectra of the sample were taken at periodic intervals.
Spectra of fallout samples were also obtained from the s'ngle-channel analyzer located in the
shelter. These data, together with the decay data and instrument response, were to be used to
determine an air-ionization (roentgens per hour) decay curve for the fallout.

2.5.4 Nature of the Fallout

The nature and amount of fallout at the shelter were determined from radiochemical and
quantitative analyses made on the six open-close collector samples exposed above and about
the shelter by Project 3'e.4. The coliectors were actuated from within the shelter at H+2 min
and closed at H+ 1 hr (or after cessation of fallout, They were recovered by Project 32.4 and
returned to USNRDL by air for analysis. The samples were analyzed for gross gamma activity,
gross mass of fa'lout, fission-product tracer nuclides, induced activities, iron, and soil min-
erals.

2.6 INITIAL kMONITORING FROM SHELTER

The initial effort in phase II was monitoring of the three prelocated reclamation areas. A
two-stage key-point monitoring procedure was followed. The first stage was to measure the
radiation-field intensity at the center of tie area with an AN/PDR-27C. This reading, made at
3 ft above Lhe ground, was reported by radio to the shelter. The single centeri reading was the
basis for selection of the area to be reCaimed. The secon' 4 stage was to measure and report
in a sir ilar fashion the intensity at the four corners of each area. These measurements gave
additional information, inciuding the gradient over the area. Radiological information based on
these key-point measurements was compared subsequently with the more detailed ,,dormation
obtained in the r, xt step to determine the minimum information required for decisions at the
beginning of the operational recovery phase.

2.7 STAGING-AREA RECLAMATION AND TEST METHODS

Objectives 11(b) and 'c) were accomplished qimultaneously. After selection of a satisfac-
tory area. pers.nnei (three supervisors and five monitor-recorders) were dispatched to the
area. When these persnnei i-!t the shelter, the r e,.lamation-equipment operators (statitxwmd
at a mfi -e distant location' were .,lertd to movt tiward the area. Detailed monitoring was
maue w t Ea-h ol 7uur monitors in turn started from the center zn the direction of
one ul 11- four sides of the area Readings were made at the -enter at 3-ft, i-4'% and 1-ft
heights (Fig . iZ .VEach monitor ther. paced toward his perimeter, taking the 3-ft, 2-ft, and
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1 -ft measurements at 2 paces and a single 3-ft measurement at 4, 5, 7, 10, 15, 20, 30, and 50

paces and at the 530-ft perimeter line. A fifth monitor took readings at two 3eparate check
points outside the area at 15-mmn Intervals during the first hour and at 30-min intervals there-
after. All measuremevts were recorded along with the time of measurement.

As soon as the survey team had cleared the central area, an area 40 by 40 ft was cleared
by motor-grader. Three motor-graders and a motorized scraper were maneuvered into poni-
tion at the cross-wind side of the 500-ft perimeter line while the above monitoring was being
done. They assumed a slant formation, with the scraper at the rear of the slant (Fig. 2.15).
The motor-graders were set for a 2-in. cut at the 40-ft perimeter line, and the blades were
set to move the windrow downwind toward the motorized scraper. The first grader cut and
buill the first windrow, the second grader picked up the first windrow and cut and formed a

second windrow, the third grader cut and moved the windrow to the final position. The scraper
was set for ?ero cut and picked up the windrow for disposal beyond the 500-It perimeter. Two
pass6s were needed to create a 40- by 40-ft cleared area since the width from the forward
edge of the first grader to the rear edge of the third grader was 20 It.

The 40- by 40-ft cleared area was then su-veyed by conducting the previous survey to the
edge of the cleared area.

Next, the cleared area was enlarged to 60 by 60 ft by making a 10-ft pass around the 40-
by 40-ft area. Sides were done in order, north, south, west, and east. The windrow was left at
the outer edge by the graders and picked up by the scraper. The 60- by 60)-ft area was then
si" rveyed as before.

Finally, the area was enlarged to WO0 by 100 ft by making a 20-ft pass around the pre-
viously cleared area. Several trip3 oi the scraper were requirEd to remove the 100-ft
windrows. The 100- by 100-ft area was then surveyed as before.

The area between the 100-ft perimeter and the 500-ft perimeter (a width of 200 ft) was
then scraped, using three motor-graders, two scrapers, and a follow-up grader. A final sui -
vey was then made which was identical with the initial survey.

Diring the above operations all personnel carried film badges and pocket dosimelers so
that operaittonal-dose data could be obtained. The movement of all personnel was timed. If the
residual number at the center of the cleared area was greater than 0.01, the area was scraped
again and resurvcye" Clearing operations in the 100- by 100-ft area were continued until a
residual number os 0.01 was achieved, or until it was obvio, s that further improvement was
impossible.

2.8 ALTERNATIVE BUFFER-ZONE TECHNIQUE

Cojective H(d), concerned with the test of an earth barrier as a substitute for a buffer
zone, was conducted separately and at a different time from the operations described in Sec.
2.7. A 100- by 100-ft area was surveyed and then cleared by motor-grader and scraper. The
area was then resurveyed. A 3-ft-high earth barrier was then constructed around the
periphery of the scraped a9-ea by bulld-,zers. A final survey completed the operation.
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Chapter 3

RESULTS

3.1 GENERAL

Participation occurred in three shots, Diablo, Kepler, and Shasta. Full participation was
attempted on the first two shots; participation on Shasta was limited to the acquisition of ad-
ditional supporting technical data.

3.1.1 Shot Diablo

Shot Diabso Nas fired on a 500-ft tower 5300 ft south of the shelter at 0430 PDT on
July 15, 1957. The predicted wind structure was favorable for fallout at the shelter. Sixteen
persons iccupied the shelter at the time of burst. The event schedule followed is given in
Appendix C. About 1 sec after the shot a lUght double-peaked ground shock wave was felt; at
about 31/2 sec the air blast wave arrived. Some dust was raised in the shelter, but rno damage
was evident. Later it was determined that the only blast damage consisted in the following:
(1) the plywood wall betweea the entrance tumnel and the metor-generator room was blown
in (Fig. 3.1); (2) the tarpaulins were stripped from the jeeps; and (3) the jeep revetment was
partially demolished (Fig. 3.2).

The only damage that affected the expel 1"mental results was that to the wall since it
caused the motor-generator to draw its cooling air from the entrance tunnel, greatly in-
creasing the flow rate in the tunnel.

Fallout arrival occurred at about 6 min after burst. Intensity rapidly increased to a
peik of 55 r/hr (GITR reading) at about 15 min. Intensity at I hr (GITR reading) was 14 r/hr.
These intensities were cc¢r-siderably higher than anticipated, ar. ' they forced adjustments in
the experimental schedule. Phase U was postponed until D+2 d&y. Exterior measurements
on top of the shelter were made at about 51/4 hr after shot time using AN/PDR-T1D radiacs.
Shelter personnel left the area at about H +8 hr, two persons remaining to continue data collec-
tion.

3.1.2 Shot Kepler

Shot Kepler was fired on a 500-ft tower 4.75 miles south of the shelter at 0450 PDT on
July 24. 1957. The wind .itructure at time of burst was favorable tu, !illout at the shelter.
However, the yield of Kepler was less than anticipated; consequently falhokA w•s negligible.
No ••eful data were collected on this shot.

3.1.3 Shot Shasta

Shot Shasta was fired )n a 50C1-lt tower 2 miles south of the shelter at 0500 on Aug. 18,
1957. The pr-dtrted wind A;tructure was very favorable for fallout at the shelter Five
persons occupied the shelter at the tirie of burst. The event schedule followed is given In
Appendix C. AL-out 8 dec after the shot a very light double-peaked ground shock was felt; ai
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about 10 see the air blast wave arrived. The air blast wave was shorter than experienced
on shot Diablo. No dust was raised in the shelter, and no damage was sustained by any of the

outside equipment.
No initial radiation during the first minute after burst was detected on the portable

radiacs; the Geiger-tube monitor under the center vent registered a pulse of radiation from
0.05 to 0.2 min with a peak at 0.12 nin of 0.1 mr/hr. (Preshot background was 0.03 mr/hr.)
Radiation from the rising cloud, as measured by this instrument, increased the radiation
intensity under the center vent from about 0.07 mr/hr at 0.8 min to a peak of 1.1 mr/hr at

4 min. The intensity then decreased to 0.3 mr/hr at 9.7 min, after which time fallout started
to arrive.

After fallout arrival the intensity outside rapidly increased to a peak of about 120 r/hr
(GITR reading) at about 18 min. Intensity at 1 hr was 25 rihr (GITR reading). These inten-
sities were near those anticiWated based on the data from shot Diablo and the predictions of
fallout from the H- t / hr wind data. No reclamation experiments were planned for shot Shasta.

3.2 OPERATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM

3,2.1 Shot Diablo

Data obtained on the two dosimeter tubes during the first hour after burst are shown in
Tables 3.1 and 3.2. Standard inteisities shown in the final column were obtained by correct-
ing measured intensities to 1 hr by the decay curve in Fig. 2.6. These data are plotted in
Fig. 3.3, along with the irntensity-time record obtained by the GITR. Dosimeter-tube data
are in good agreement with GITR data, except for the abnolute measurements of intensity.
It was determined that the threefold increase in the dosimeter-tube data was due to the
collection of fallout in the cups attached to the top of the dosimeter tubes to receive film
badges after the initial gamma radiation had been received. These cups were cleaned out
when the exterior measurements were made, about 5 hr after burst. Data were again taken
and were found to be in good agreement with the exterior measurements made with calibrated
AN/PDR-39(TIB) radiacs. These results are shown in Table 3.3: the GITR reading was lower
than the other measurements.

Data obtained from dosimeter tubes were evaluated in the shelter during the period of
measurement just as they would be in an operational shelter. Conclusions drawn were (1)
fallout arrived at about H+ 7 min, (2) peak intensity occurred at about H+ 15 min, (3) fallout
cessation occurred at about H +30 min, and (4) the predicted standard intensity was about
55 to 80 r/hr.

3.2.2 Shot Shasta

The dosimeter tubes were not operated during fallout arrival owing to the lack of opera-
tors. Data taken at later times are given in Table 3.4; the GITR readings are included for
comparison. The dosimeter-tube data are consistently higher than the GITR readings. The
film-badge cups used on shot Diablo had been replaced with wire-screen cups; thus the dif-
ference was similar to the data obtained on shot Diatlu after the dosimeter cups had been
cleaned out,

3.3 INGRESS OF AIRBOIKNE ACTIVITY

3.3.1 Shot Diable

Data pertaining to the intake ventilation configuration were obtained from the four air-
sampling units and from the particulate filters of otte M6 cudective protector. The filter
samples were 'ounted either with a calibrated well-crystal (Nal) gamma counter or a
calibrated end-window crystal (Nal) gamma counter The count rates were all converted to
number if fissions in the samples from ratius based on the radiochemical analysis of the "Mos$
content of some of !he samples and their count rates. The data for the cyclic air sampler are
given in Fable 3.5. The sample from the exterior Pora-Vac, which sampled continuously from
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"TABLE 3.1---FORWARD DOSIMETER-TUBE DATA, SlOT DIABIA)

Measured Standard
Time after burst, n Exposure Dosimeter intensity, intensity,

Up Down Mean period, r.,In reading, r r/hr r/hr

3 7 5 4 0.04 0.6 0.072
8 10 9 2 0.160+ 4.8+ 0.072+*

14 15 14.5 1 3.0 180 42.0
18 19 18.5 1 3.0 180 53.0

20 21 20.5 1 3.0 180 58.5

27 28 27.5 1 3.0 ISO 77.1
29 30 29.5 1 3.0 180 83.2
31 32 31.5 1 2.5 150 73.8

33 34 33.5 1 2.0 120 63.4

35 36 35.5 1 2.0 120 66.5

37 38 37.5 1 1.8 108 63.8

39 40 39.5 1 1.6 96 60.0
41 42 41.5 1 1.4 84 55.0

43 44 43.5 1 1.2 72 49.7
45 46 45.5 1 0.4 24 17.01

47 50 48.5 3 4.4 88 68.5f
51 54 52.5 0 2.4 48 41.0

55 58 56.5 3 2.2 44 41.0
59 62 60.5 3 2.4 48 48
63 65 64 2 1.2 36 39

*Off scale.

TABLE 3.2-AFTER DOSIMETER-TUBE DATA. SHOT DIABLO

Time after burst, rin Measured StandardExposure J)osimeter intensity, intensity,

Up Down Mean period, min reading, r rhr r/hr at 1 hr

6 9 7.5 3 0.20+ 4+0 0.51+i
15 16 15.5 1 3.0 180 44.5
17 18 17.5 1 2.8 168 46.6
19 20 19.5 1 2.2 132 40.5

23 24 23.5 1 2.2 132 49.8

25 26 25.5 1 2.2 132 52.8
27 28 27. 5 1 2.0 120 51.3
29 30 29.5 1 2.0 120 55.5
31 32 31.5 1 1.8 108 53.2
33 34 33,5 1 1.6 96 50.8

35 36 35.5 1 1.5 90 50

37 38 37.5 1 1.3 7C 46
39 40 39.5 1 1.3 78 48.5

41 42 41.5 1 1.3 78 50.8
43 44 4S -, 1 1.2 72 49.7

45 46 45.5 1 1.1 66 48.2
47 48 47 5 1 1.0 FO 45.8

49 50 494.,5 1 0.9 54 43.0
SI 52 51.5 1 0.9 54 45.0
53 54 ý' 3..S 1 0.7 42 37.0

!, 5 6 S5.5S 1 0.8 43 43.6

57 , 57.5 1 0.6 36 34
66fl Y..5 1 0 7 42 42
rt ': • I., 1 0.5 30 31

AA 64 #,7 1 0.7 42 45

O ,ff I
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TABLE .. :I--COMPARISON OF INTENSITY READINGS 5 HR 30 MIN

AFTER BURST, SHOT DIABL(O

Instrument Reading r/hr

Foreward do&!meter tube 2.5

After dosimeter tube 2.1

AN/PDR-TIB at 3-ft height 2.2"
GITR 1.5

*See Table 3.23.

TABLE 3.4- AFl Lq DOSIMETER-TUBE DATA, SHOT SHASTA

Time after Exposure Dosimeter Measured GITR
burst, hr period, min re ,ding, r intensity, r/hr reading. r/hr

18.0 0.103 0.88 0.67
"",7 6 1.083 0.83 0.66
19.7 6 0.074 0.74 0.62
20.8 8 0.096 0.72 r6.59
27.4 10 0.084 0.50 0.45

27.8 12 0. IV7 0.54 C.44

TABLE 3.5-CYCLIC AIR-SAMPLER DATA, SHOT DIABLO

Sample Sampling period, Activity, Cumulhtive activity,
No. min aAer burst fissions ) 10"'1 fissions x 10"

0* 0-9 0.0f56 5.0956

I _ I1 0.3C6 0.461
2 11-13 2.333 .-. 799

3 IL' - 15 1.583 t.382
4 15- 17 0.994 5.376

17-- 19 0.822 6.198
6 19 - 21 3.1146 7.144

7 21-23 0.360 8,004
23-25 9.269 8.273

9 25- 27 f..1F2 8,425

i 0 27-- 2# O.0410 8.466
i1 29-31 0.o151 8.481
12 31 :13 3.0168 8.498
13 3.:. :1r 0.00993 8.907
14 39 374 0.00923 8,917

I 37 -139 0.0P535 8.V?2

1i 39 4! e, 109A3 1.532
17 41 43 0.312 f.844
I ' 431 t5 0., 1,2 A'Asi!

4 5, 47 0.00503 8.84

"OSample in po-it ni .tt time of bl.t st. sampler fqt ,;x-ratini.
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9 to 47 min, contai.ned 9.57 x 101" fisn'io~is. The data for the cyclic -Ar campler ar~e plotted in
Fig. 3.4. Interior air-sampler d~Pa are given in Table 3.6 and are plotted In Fig. 3 5. Over
the samaplin~g period, 9 to 47 min, the two outside samplers collected nearly the same total
Pmouni of activity. The cyclic ,sampler, being exposed upwards, apparently d~d not collect
9. singlf? large particle since the large oarticles contaired much more than 1010 fissions andI ~the largest observed activity was only 2 x M(10 fissior'-i. At early times the shelter-door
sampler collectrci at a rate as much at5 five times that of the M6 intake sampler; at later
timcs, however, it was collecting at about one-half the rate of the M6 intake sampler. Al-
though the M6 sampler was, in part, sampling against the pull of the M6 protective collector
(300 din vs. 9I cfin), the data suggest that the 'iower sampling rate of the M6 sampler at
early times was due to some fractionai size separations by the hood cap on the M6 intake.

A few vf the filter samples were '.xainned with a wide-field stereomicroscope (45x).
The observations are given in Table '1.7. The observations show that a few particles ais
large as GOu it in diameter reached the~ shelter door but that most were less than about 20 4i,
with sizes up to 120 p~ present in detectable: concent ration.

3.3.2 Shot Shasta

Data pertaining to the Intake ventilatio'r configuration were obtained ir a manner similar
to that used for shot Diablo, except that only one M6 proctietve collector unit wa~s operated
to give a plenum-chamber air velocity of 15 ft/mmn. The generator-room door and wall re-
mained intact (luring the ev'.,nt.

The d&Ata iur the cyclic air s~ampler are? given in Table 3.8. The sample from the ex-
terior Pcrta-Vac, which sampled continuouAsly from 18 to 71 min, contained 1.71 X 1O'ý2 fig_
sions. The cyclic air-sampler .lat& are plotted in Fig. 3.8. The interior air-sampler data
,tre given in Table 3.9 and are pb,,tted in Fig, 3.7. Over the sampling period, 18 to 71 min,
the outside Porta-Vac sampler coilected almost twice as much activity as the cyclic sampler
collected. For shot Diablo the cyclic sampler apparently collected no large fallout particles
(black spheres). The shelter-door sam-per generally collected at a rate 1.5 to 2.0 times
that of the M6 intake sampler over most of the sampling period. The dieci,ý.se in aerosol
concentration cutside the shelter at 6W to 70 min (Fig. 3.6) was only partially manifested by
the interior samnpler data in the samples tai~en from 68 to 71 wlin.

Results of a microscope examination oil a few of the filters are iummarized In Table
3.10. The obser7vations show, in general, that few particles as large as 300 p in diameter
*ure collected but that moat werit less than 15 j4, with sizes up to 80 ji present in detectable
quantities.

3.3.3 Reduction of Air-sampler Data

Thfe air-sampler data were reduced in order to estimate the concentration of actiý ity in
the shelter during the fallout period if no filters had been used. The limitations on generali-
zatiori and extrapolation of the data to other shot ccn' itions are discussed in Sec. 4.2.

It will be assumied in reducing the data that the MW collective protector filter was an
absolute fallout filter; therefore all particles that were drawn through the ventilation opening
were collected or. the filter. For the 166 collective protector this is a valid assumption; in
each shot the back-up charcoal filter readings were background, therefore the relAtive
Amount pasbing through must have been le-es than i/M And hence the total coilected on the
main filter was within 0.! per ceni of ta4 total in the entering air.

The total collected on the M6 filter will be assumed to arrive at a rate proportional to
that ob~served j~~ the U6 intake sampler. The fai-tor of proportionality would be the ratio of
the total col)lected by each over the' sirne sampling period. The M6 intake sampler was not
operated to collect at conskocutive time intervals as was the cyclic air sampler; therpfore
the rate curves given by Figs. 3.5 ind 3.1 wý-re integrated to obtain an estimate ,)f the total
activity that would have been roliectcd Atp to ai given time ol continuous collection Thp ad-
ditioi.Ai complications were that (1 th~e M6 colalertive protector was used as a k: i,.jrce cf
ventilation air up to D - 2 on -OW Diable and D.* I on shot Shabta be-fore the filter.4 wero re-
moved iatd (2) khe interior air samplest up to 7! imun for shot Shasta did not cov.or thi com-
pie:.' failcut ;,tried, The data for Dtablc show rAtes of collection after fallout ceased (29 mmi)
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TABLE 3.6-INTERICF% AIR-SAMPLER DATA, SHOT DIABLO

SShelter-door sampler Y.6 intake sampler

Activity, ActivIty
Sample Sampling period, fissions Sample Sampling period, fissions

No. min after burst x 10-f Nc. rmin after burst x 10-

1 7-9 0.104 1 7-9 0.0256
2 10-12 2.79 2 10-19 0.549
3 13-15 3.94 3 13- 15 1.09
4 16-18 2.18 4 16-18 0.581
5 19--21 2.19 5 19-21 0.481

S22-24 1.87 6 22-24 0.373
7 25-27 0.310 7 25-27 0.107
8 28-30 0.000542 3 29-30 0.0563
9 31-33 0.0097" 9 31-33 0.158

10 34-36 0.00894 10 14-36 0.0162

11 37-3•9 0.00778 11 37-39 0.0244
12 40-42 0.00850 12 40-42 0.6133
13 43--46 0.254 13 43-495 0.102
14 -,6-48 0 00706 14 46-48 0.0189

15 49-G3.0037 15 49-51 0.0140

16 52-54 0.00739 16 32-54 0.0121
21 55-57 0.00634 17 55- 5" 0.00849
18 58-60 000588 18 58-6 0.00512
19 61- 63 0.03173 19 61-163 0.00705
240 649--FI 0.009 24 64- t60 0.03789

2167- 72 0.0 "7U8 •'I 67- 72 0.0i27
22" 22• 73-78 0.0116

S23 73--94 0.00772 2." 79--109 0.047,4
S24 95.- 105 Ll824 •24ý0 -• ?60 0.0.534

Missing.
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TABLE 3.7-MICROSCOPE EXAMINATION OF FILTER SAMPLES
FROM SHELTER-DOOR SAMPLER, SHOT DIABLO

Sample
No. Observations

4 A few surface grains and black filameilts up to 500 g. A fairly dense concentra-
tion cf black irregular particles 10 to 20 u in size and spheres from 10 to
120 p in size. Also yellow Irregular particles up to 120 o. Approximate num-
ber of spheres per field of view:

Diameter, j Concentration, No./field

10 1
15 1

20 2
30 4
40 1
50 1
60 1
85 1

100 1
120 1

5 Similar to No. 4. General dispersion of material less than 15 A,. Yellow filaments
and irregular particles up to &bout 120 g.

6 Similar to No. 4. Slightly lower concentration of fires and fewe, larger ipjeres.
Number of spheres per field of view:

Diameter, p Concentration, No. /field

10
18 1

20 2
30 2
40 2
50 1

20 Imbedded yellow and black irregular particles of about 10 • in size. Many yellow
irregular particles up to 70 p and r few up to 150 p and occasionally up to
500 i. No "nberes present.

48
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TABLE 3.8 -CYCLIC AIR-SAMPLER DATA, SHOT SHASTA

Sample Sampling period, Activity, Cumulative activity,
No. min after burst fissions x 10" fissions x 10-10

0* 0-18 0.0876 0.0876
1 18-20 5.02 5.11

20-22 3.27 8.38
3 22-24 3.22 11.60
4 24-26 1.26 14.86
5 26-28 4.06 A8.92
6 28-30 3.91 22.83

7 30-32 1.95 26.78
8 32-34 4.52 31.30
9 34-36 J.72 35.C2

10 36-38 5.07 40.09
11 38-40 6.60 46.69
12 40-42 5.72 52.41
13 42-44 4.65 57.L

14 44-46 4.60 61.64
15 46-48 5.13 66.79
16 43-50 4.82 71.61
17 50-52 4.07 75.68
18 52-54 3.39 79.07
19 54-56 2.78 81.85
20 56-58 2.88 84.73

21 `08- 60 2.16 86.89
22 60-62 1.64 88.53
23 62-64 2.05 90.58
24 64-56 1.64 92.22
25 66-68 1.53 93.75
26 68-70 0.0848 93.84
27 70-71 0,0418 93.8

*Exposed from zero time.

TABLE 3.9-INTERIOR AIR-SAMPLER DATA, SHOT SHASTA

Shelter-door sampler M6 intake sampler

Activity, Activity,
Sample 7akipling period, fissions Sample Sampling period, fissions

No. mrai qfter burst X 10-3 No. min a~ter burst x 10-11

1 11.8-13.8 0.000303 1 11.8 -13.8 0.0304
2 14.5-17.5 0.00352 2 14.5 -17.5 0.000787
3 18.5-21.5 7.02 3 i1 .%- 21.5 3,66

4 22.7-25.7 3.43 4 22.7 -25.7 0.952
5 26.5-29 5 7.87 5 21.5-29.5 4.3?
6 30.5-33.5 6.91 6 30.5 -33.5 3.67
7 34.5-37.5 9.05 7 34.5 -37.5 5.73
9 38.5-41.5 12.1 a 39.5 -41,5 7.53
9 42.5- 45.5 11.1 9 42.5 -45.5 6.80

10 46.5- 49.5 12.4 10 46.5 -49.5 6.09
1! 51.5- 54.5 4.32 11 51.5- 54.5 b.23
12 55.1- 58.5 4.94 12 55.5 -58.5 3.37
13 59.5- 62 5 4.21 13 59W. -3.5 2.0"
14 f3.,It- 66.5 3.,5 14 J,5 -64.5 2.45
15 64.0- 71.0 2.16 15 68 0-71.0 1.89
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fABLE 3.10--M•rROSCOPE EXAMINATION OF FILTER SAMPLES,
SHOT SHASTA

Sample
No. Observations*

Cyclic air sampler

Most prominent typ.. particles observed were red, yellow, and black grains and
somp reddish filaments. A 2-in. red circle was !isible on filter. Upper limit
of grain sizes was about 80 M; concentration was 10 to 20 per field.

11 Most prominent type particle was black and irregular, less than 15 A in diame-
ter; concentration was about I per field.

20 Most prominent type particle was black and irregular, less than 15 -.4 in diame-
ter; concentration was less than I per field. A few yellow irregular particles
up to 50 p in size were present.

Shelter-door sampler

3 Most prominent type particle was black rid irregular, rangin~g in size from 5 to
30 IA; concentration was about 20 per field. Occasional blaci spheres and
yellow grains up to a size of 50 p were present.

8 Most prominent t~pe particle was black and irregular, less than 15 AA in diame-
ter; concentration was 2 to 5 per field.

13 Most prominent type particle was black and irregular, less than 15 p in diame-
ter; concentration was less than 1 per field.

M6 intake sampler

3 Description, size, and number of particles for 1 sweep across filter (1.5 x
4.8 min):

Size, p No. Description

7 1 Black sphere
5 2 Yellow-orange flake

11 1 Yellow-orange flake
30 1 Yellow-orange flake

150 x 200 1 Yellow-orange flake

5 1 Black irregular
7 2 Black irregular

10 3 Black irregular
15 3 Black irregular
20 1 Black irregular

30 2 Black irregular
60 2 Black irregular
75 1 Black irregular

135 1 Black irregular
15 1 Gray irregular

35 1 Gray irregular

S120 1 Gr' v irregular
200 1 Gray irregular (black sps)

2 5 1 Gray irregular
S12 1 Gray sphe re

6A 1 Yellow irregular
75 2 Y,illow irregular

90 1 Yellow irregular
300 1 Orange Irregular (dark gray *cale)

IS x 225 1 Orange needle

120 w 750 I (Orange needle (glosay highlights)
WSO 400 1 Orange needle (gi•,ay highlightas

52
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TABLE 3.10 (Contirued)

SiZe, A No. Description

30 x 300 1 Meta.lic needle
200 1 Sand particle with black and

gray spheres attached

Tutal 38

The most prominent type particle was black and irregular (16). The total of 38
is about 10 per field.

8 Most prnminent types of particles present were black: irregular in size range
from 15 to 30 p; concentration was less than 1 per field.

1ý Most prominent type particle present was black and irregular, mostly in size
range from 15 to 45 M; concentration was about 1 per field.

* Standard binocular microscope with field diameter of 1.5 mm.

which decreased very rapidly; the integration of the low sampling rates added only negligible
amounts to the total. Hence, the result of operating the M6 collective protector for the longer
periods should result in only a small overestimate of the air concentrations at the early
times. In reducing the data for shot Shasta, similarity between the two events will be used to
estimate the amounts of activity after 71 min; again, the amounts cannot be large since the
outside cyclic air sampler showed a !arge drop in air concentration at that time.

The integrated activity for the interior air samplers are plotted in Figs. 3.8 and 3.9 for
shot Diablo and shot Shasta, respectively. The data are summarized in Table 3.11 along with
other related data. The total fallout at the shelter on shot Shasta was 1.8 (24/14) times that for
shot Diablo; however, the total collected by the M6 collectvw protector on shot Shasta was
4.4 times larger than on shot Diablo. On shot Diablo the integrated activity (to 47 mrin) for
the shelter-door sampler was 1.9 times that collected by the outside Porta-Vac; whereas, that
for the M6 intake collector was 0.49 of that collected outside. On shot Shas.a the integrated
activity (to 71 min) for the shelter-door sampler was 0.73 times that collected by the outside
Porto-Vac; whereas, that for the M6 intake collector was 0.43 of that collected outside.

After fallout cessation for shot Diablo (29 min), the collecting rate (except for the period
when the helicopter was present) of the interior samplers decreased approximately logarith-
mically with time. Since the air flow rate through the samplers for each sampling period was
approximately constant (9 cfm), the collecting rate is pr,)Fortional to the air concentration, or

C(fissions/cu ft) =colie,-ting rate, f(fiss•ons/min) (3.1)

air intake flow rate. v(cu ft/min)

Thus, if

f foe-kt (3.2)

where f. is the collecting rate at about 29 rain, then

C (f, iv)e- kt (3.3)

If C is &ssumed to te proportional to the number of particles per cubic centimeter (uniform
specific activity), then for Stoke's law of fail for small spheres in air

k 3.0 x 10' (p'h)d1  (3.4)

where p particle density

h height for the concentration
C sampling heig,.t
d median weight diameter of the particles
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TABLE 3.11-SUMMARl OF DATA RELATIVE TO AIR SAMPLING

AT SHELTEI, FOR SHOTS DIABLO ANL SHASTA

Shot Diablo Shot Shasta

Standard intensity* 19 r/hr 36 r/hr
Peak Intensity 55 r/hr (GITR) 120 r/hr (GITE)
Outside Port&-Vae s8tmpler (total) 9.57 x 10o fissionst 1.71 x l•01 fissionst
Cyclic air-sampler (total) 8.86 x I00 fl'ssi1ms1" 9.39 x 10" fiasionst
Shelter-door sernpler (total) 1.84 x 10" fissionstI 1.25 x 10'13 fissions.

1.85 x ).J" fissionst,I
M6 intake sampler (toWAP 4.65 x 10"' fissionstj 7.3r x 1011 fissions?

4.76• 1011 fissions?,§

M6 collective protector 8.57 x 1012 fissions 3.76 X 1013 fissions

* Equivalent to AN/PDR-39(T1B) reading at 3 ft.

t To 47 min.
t To 71 min.
ý Neglects rise due to helicopter at 41 to 47 min. Sums including ,eilcopter are: shelter-door

sampler, 1.86 x 10'1 (47 min) and 1.8" x 1011 (71 miin); M6 Intake sampler, 4.73 x 101e (47 Iiin)
and 4.84 x 1010 (71 miin).

TABLE 3.12-COMPUTED CONCENTRATION OF ACTIVITY IN AIR
ENTERING SHELTER, SHOT DIABLO

-Nctivity
calculated for Adjusted Activity in Activity in

Time after 104 fissionA,* activity, entering air, entering air,
burst, min dia/sec lic/fission fissions/cu ft Pc/cu ft

8 .1 1.x 10-6 7.a x 10' 0.85
11 6.1 8.2 x 10-1 1.6 x 101 14
14 5.0 6.5 x 10-' 3.2 x 10' 21
11 4.3 5.4 x 10-' 1.7 x 10' 9.4
20 3 8 4.7 x 10-9 1.4 x 10S 6.6
23 3.4 4.1 x 10-9 1.1 x 10' 4.6
26 3.0 3.6 - 10-' 3.i x 101 1.1

29 2.7 3.2 x 10-' 1.7 x 108 0.53
32 2,5 2.8 x 10-' 4.7 Y 101 1.3
35 2.3 2.5 x 1C-' 4.8 x 10" 0.j.2
38 2. L 2.3 x 10"' 7.2 x 10' 0.10
41 1.9 2.0 x 10-' 3.9 x 10' 0.081
44 1.8 1.9 , 10 , 4.8 x 10' 0.068
47 1.7 1.7 x 10-" 5.6 x 101 0.095

50 1.6 1.6 x 10"1 4.2 x 10' 0.064
53 1.5 1.4, x 10"' 3.6 x 10' 0.051
54 1.4 1.:J x I0"' 2.5 x 10' 0.033

"1.3 1.2 x 10"' 1.5 x 10' 0.018
62 1.3 1.1 x 10-S 2. 1 ): 107 0.023

S 1.2 1.0 x 10-1 2.3 x 10' 0.025
69.5 1.1 9.4 x 10" 1.5 X 10' 0.014

","nfractioMted radloacyive nuciidex.



The average sampling rate after fallout cessc.tion (neglecting rise due to helicoptcr) is given
in Fig. 3.10. The slope, 0.043 min- 1 or 7.2 x 10-4 sec-1; density 2.5 gm/cm ; and sampling
height, 5.5 ft (170 cm), give a median weight diameter, d, of 4 A. This is in reasonable
agreement with the microscope observations. Tre total collection for this kind of settling of
the aerosol for a long time would be f0/k, in which f, is the rate at time of ce•ssation (t = 0
in Eq. 3.4). Using 3 p (from 0.75 x 4 based on a size ratio of 15:20 from mirroscope data) as
the median weight diameter for the Shasta particles at time of cessation, ttf,; value of k is
0.024 min-'. The value of fo and the time of cessatoia were determined as followe..

Similarity in the plots given in Figs. 3.5 and 3.7 for the collecting rates suggest Co-
ordiniate transformations in the sampling rate such as

, = af (3.5

in. which f is the sampling rate for shot Diablo and f' for shot Shasta at times correspocdUng
to

top - =b(t - ta) (3, 6)

in which ta is 6.0 min (for shot Diablo) and t' is 16.5 min (for shoW Shasta). If F' and F are

the integrated values of f' and f, respectively, then

F' = abF (3.7)

It may be noted in Figp. 3.5 and 3.7 that the shelter-door and M6 intake sampling rates are
approaching each other at 26 and 69.5 miin, respectively. Using each of the.ie times as a
first astimate of the same fraction of the fallout period for the two events, b in Eq. 3.e is
" 6b; and, using the average values of the collection rates, 0.105 x I010 lisaions/min for shot
Dihblo and 0. M x 101' fissions/riin for Shasta, a is 6.5. The product ab is 17. At 26 min, t,.e
integratec( activity, F, for shot Diablo is 4.18 x 101 itss'ons; at 69.5 min, the integrated
activity, F', for shot Shasta is 72.6 x 1010 fissions. The ratio F'/F = ab is 17; thus the first
estimates of a and b are satisfactory for estimating the remainder cl the collection rate
curve of the M6 Intake sampler for shot bhastz from the Diablo data. The time of cessation
for shot Shasta, Irom Eq. 3.6 is 77.5 min. Back extrapolating the M6 intake collector data
in Fig. 3.5 according to Eq. 3.2 gives an f0 value of 0.015 x 10160.fisions/mi-. at 29 mini; the
corresponding value of fo for shot Shasta is then 0.098 x 1010 fissions/mi ý' 77.5 min.

The integrated activity to infinity for shot Diablo (equivalent to soy( .ia- .,ours sampling
time) was estimated by adding the value of f1/k to the intei.ratcd activity collected up to
29 min. The totals, omitting the amount due to the helicopter, are 18.68 ý 10"* fissions for
the shelter-door sampler and 4.75 x 10" fissions for the M6 intake sampler. The totals,
including the amount due to the helicopter, are 18.77 x 101* fissions and 4.84 x 1010 fissions
for the respective samplers; the latter values are the ones to be compared with the M6
protective collector filter. The factor for adlusting the sampling rate of the M6 intake
sampler to that for the M6 collective protector as representative of the activity tha. would
be entering the shelter if the filter had not been used is given by the ratio of the sum of the
actIvity actually collected on the M6 collective protector filter and M6 intake sampler to
4.84 x 1011 fissions. The factor is (8.57 + 0.04) x 10"/4.84 x 10", or 178.

For shot Shasta, the integrated activity up to 78 min for the shelher aor sampler is
126 x 10"1 fissions, and f'O the M6 intake sampler it is 75.0 x 101" fissions. The value of
ft/k' is 4.08 x 1010 fist.ions; hence the integrated activities to infinity are 130 x 1010 fissions
and 79.1 x 1010 fission-, for the respective samplers. The factor for adjusting the sampling
rate of the MS intake sampler to, &at for the MS collective protector is (3.76 + 0.06) x 1013/
7.91 x 1016, or 48.3.

If the Pc 'a-Vac samplers collect.,:J with an efficiency of 100 per cent at their rated
capocity of 9 cfm, the air coicentration given by Eq. 3.1 w-uid be

C - 0.1lif (3.8)
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Using the multipliers giver -ioove anrd the rates capacity of 300 cfm for the M6 piroaective

collector, the entering air concentration from .9 M6 intake sampler data is given by

C = 0.593f (3.9)

for shot Diablo, and

C = 0.1611 (3.10)

for shot Shasta. Thus, in comparison with the MO collective protector, the Porta-Vac sampler
either was not sampling as efficiently or was not pulling in air at its rated capacity (,.r both).
For the shelter-door sampler the f multipliers are 0.154 for shot Diablo and 0.0980 for shot
Shasta; these latter values are reasonably near the expected values. For sampling in the
range from 8 to 10 cfm, the vartatlion in the multiplier would be from 0.125 to 0.100. The
observed values depend on the actual sampling velocities (which, in turn, det.end on back
pressure, filter loading, anr line voltage) and the distribution of activity on the particle sizes.
If each particle contained the same amount of activity, then the number of fissions collected
per unit time would be proportional to tae number of particles per unit volume of air passing
the filter. If the aftlivity on the particles was propol!onal to the square or cube of the par-
ticle diameter (surface area or uniform specific activity), then the smaller particles would
contain -eas activity per particle than the larger ones, and the samplers, collecting small
particles more efficiently than large ones, would give low estimates of the number of par-
t cles per unit volume of air from data based on the activity collected. The large value of
the w Atiplier for shot Diablo (0.593) in Eq. 3.9 suggests the presence of a larger range of
particie sizes and also larger particles than for shot Shasta, which the Porta-Vac at 9 cfm
could r ,, remove from the intake tube going into the M6 protective collector at a rate of
300 cfm. Although the ratio of the cross-sectional area of the two intake tubes was about 3 to I
(M6 Porta-Vac), the zalative air intake velocity was still almost 4 to I in favor of the M6
collective protector.

In order to c'nvert the activity concentration% fre,' fissions to disintegrations per sec-
onu or curies (IC = 3.7 x 1010 dis/sec), an estimate of the numbe- of disintegrations per
second per fission was made from the calculations of Bolles and Balout and the decay data
given in Sec. 3.5. The comparison of the observed decay data with the calculated decay for
the USNRDL 4w ionization chamber showed that the fission-product elements in the fallout
were severely fractionated (Sec. 3.5). The rutio of the observed lonization rates or. Lhe 40
ion chamber to that calculated for unfractionated fission products is plotted in Fig. 3.11.
The curve was extrapolated linearly to zero time. Since the observed ionization rate is
lower than calculated, the actual disintegration rate must also be lower than calculated. The
photon-to-disintegration ratio and the mean p•hoton energy at early times cannot be changing
very rapidly (owing to the large mixture of balf lives, photon enorgies, and photon abundances
present). Hence, ýhe ratios given by the curve in Fig. 3.11 were used in adjusting downward
the disintegrations per second values for the- calculated decay of the fallout for both shot
Diablo and shot Shasta. The calculations art! given in the first two columns of Tables 3.12
and 3.13. The use of the curve in Fig. 3.11 Jn making the calcutaUons further assumes that
the fractionation in the sruall particles collected wis the same as for the gross activity out-
side. The filter material and the small amcunts colected made It imposble to make both
radiochemical and decay measurements en1 the filter samiles.

The i4ctivity in the entering air in filsOns per cubic foot given In TakAes 3.12 and 3.13
were obtained by application of Eqs. 3.9 ant 3.10 tV the data in Figs. .. and 3.7, r•oMpe-
tively. The values In microcuries per cubit: foot were obtained by multiplying by "to cor-
responding values of the adjusted activity values in microcuries per fission. In terms of the
amount of fallout (fissions) entering, the peak aIr concentration for shot Diablo occurs at
about 14 min; the activity in microcuries per cubic foot is also highest at this time. For shot
Shasta the peak air cnacentration in amount of fallout entering o .:urs at about 46 min;
whereas the highest amount of activity in nicrocuries per cubic foot occurs at 20 min. Al-
though the fallout concentrations entering the shelter on shot Wasta were highest, the
"radioactive" peak concentration was about the same as for shW Diablo. In estimating the con-
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centration of activity in the shelter, it will be 2assumed thAt complete mJ* 4,7f the incoming aW•
(and aerosol) with the sihelter .Ar occurs in I min, Thus for the first minute of fallout 300 cu ft
of contaminated air wdl enter and mix with the sheltor air; also, 300 cu ft of clean air will
leave the stielter. For •he secoud minute, 300 cu ft moire of contaminated six will enter and
300 cu ft of shelter air ,•ontxminated during the first minute winl leave. For this method of
computation 'he number of fissions remaining in the shelter volume at the end of the nth
minute after the first minute of collection is given by

Fn = at K fg(1 -a)r- (3.11)

Iil

where I = the running index
fi = the collecting ;rates for ýbe M6 intake sampler as given in Figs. 3.5 and 3.7
a = a constant rep resenting the dilution factor for the intake of 300 cu ft/min

It = 1 min
K = 178 for shot Diablo %nd 48.3 Zor shot Slasta

The shelter volume was 1.18 x 104 cu ft (NOr x 12.52 x 48); thame a is 0.0254. The corncentra-
tion, in fissions per cub:ic centimeter, at the end of the itk minute is given by

C, = 2.A9 x 10-Fn (3.12)

where 2.99 x 10 c is the inverse of the shelter volume in cubic cerntmeters. The activity
concentrations -n fissioas per cubic centimeter of air in the shelter, as obtained by, U2 of
Eqs. 3.11 and 3.&2, are 3ven in Fig. 3.12. For shot Diablo the peak aerosol concentration

1ABLE 3.13---COMPUTEr' CONCENTRATION OF ACTIVITY IN AIR
ENTERING SHELTER, 81O"T SHASTA

Activity
calulated for AdJlstd Activity in Activity in

Time after 10' fissions.P activity. %daring air, entering air,
twurat, mrin dig/9c A /fissicn filsasin cu ft Pc/at ft

12.8 5.4 7.0 x 10-' 2.4 x If) 0.11'
16 4.5 5.1 x 10- 8.0 x 10 3.0046
20 3.8 4.7 x 1o" .0x 10 9.4
34 3.2 3.9 x 10- 5G1 I x0o LO
28 2.8 3.3 x 1-t &.3 x 109 7.7
32 2.5 2.8 t 10 2.Ox 10' 5.5

36 2.2 2.4 x 10-' 3.1 x ,06 7.6
40 2.0 2.1 x 10 4.0 x 10 8.6
44 1.8 1.9 x 10." 3.6 x 10' 0.$
48 1.7 1.7 x 10-' 4.4 x 10' 7.2
53 1.5 1.4x10-' x.L x le 4.0
57 X.4 1.3 x 10-* 18 x 10' 2.3

61 1.3 1.2 x :4-1 1.5 x to"1.

6 1.2' 1.0 x 1t-" 13 0 log0 1.4

69.5 1.1 9.4 x 0"• 1.0 x lop 4.11

75 1.0 S.: x 10"to tu x t0 '  0.3
So 0.93 7.4 x 10"-l 1.6 K too 0.11
90 0.80 6.3 x to-* 1.2 xKo 0.074

10t 0.71 5.6 x to" 9.2 K lO 0.02
120 0.56 4.S5x t#"@ S.? x I0W G50S
140 0.47 4.0 -Ira 3.5 x 40' 0.014
160 0.40 3.5 x t0"o-is 2-tK is' O."
1o0 0.36 3.0 K Irld 1.4 x l0'41

SUnf racttdftotr radnactivs ,,,- lidl".
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occurred �t 25 mm, when the eor"entratiori was 1.9 x 10' fisuiona/cn 3 (! I '� fissions/
cu it); the incoming air cuncentration was highest at 14 mirA, when the conct�nt ration was
3.2 x 10 fissions/cu ft (ii ruin delay time). For shot Shasta the peak occurr'A a� 57 mm,
when the Coneentration Was 8.3 x � fiusions/cm� (1.8 x 10' fissions/cu it), or �ibout three
tAmes greater than for shA Diablo. The Incoming air concentration was highest at 48 ruin,
when the concentration was 4.4 x lO� fissions/cu ft (9 ruin delay time).

The activity cc'ncentrations In rnicroc�rles per cubic centimeter of air in the shelter
are given in Fig. 3.13, they were obtained by multiplying the values in Fig. 3.12 by the ad-
justed decay-curve 'alues in microcuries per f 1851011 as was done for the computations for
the incoming fAr concentrations. Owing Zo decay, the peak concentrations in inicrocuries
per c'jbic centimeter occur earlier than those in fissions per cubic centimeter. For shot
Diablo the peak at Ji mm is 7.5 x 10� j±c/cm (2.1 Mc/cu ft); the incoming air concentration
peak wu 21 ,ckv ft at 14 ruin (7 ruin delay time). l�or shot Shasta the peak at 51 ruin is
89 x 10�' p.c/cm' (2.5 Mc/cu it); the incoming air concentration peak was 9.4 Me/cu ft at
20 ruin (31 rz.An delay time). The peak concentrations in ruicrocuries per cubic centimeter
for the two shots are nearly equal. The computed dilution of the activity with relatively
clean outside air after the tallout cessation indicatei that it is a rointively slow process at
300 cu ft/mm. At co�aparable t'mes after burst the concentrations in the shelter alter shot
Shasta would have been about eight times higher thar. for shot Diablo. '"'be computational
methud, whi'� impUed the assumption that only mixing 4th the shelter air occurs, undoubtedly
gives hJ�ner concentration values. Many of the particles larg �r than a few microns would
settle out, and imaller ones would adhere to the shelter walls and roof. liowe7er, no guide is
avillable for estimating how much such occurrences would decrease the con iputed air concen-
trations.

The average air concentration in the shelter for the first 2 hr after fallout arrival (for
dra'aing in 300 cu f�,'ruin of air without filters) would have been about 1.8 x 10 �e/cin (10
to 130 mm) for shot Diablo and 3.6 x 10' Mc/cru' (20 to 140 ruin) for shot Shasta. These
values were obtained by integrating the curves in Fig. 3.13 and dividing by 120. If the lute-
gratioei were carried further, the averages would be decreased.

No estimates of the inhalation hazard associated with the estimated air concentrations
in the shelter were made since no precise data on the size distributions, solubility, md
radioactive composition were obtained for the material on the M6 protective collector m�-
terial. Teresi and Newcombe have estimated the maximum permissible concentrationsI (MPC) in water and air for small soluble partIcles (1 to S M) containing mized fission products(presumably in soluble ±or�i) for e�osure periods starting as early as 3.5 hr after fission
and for e�osure peric4s as short as one day. The computations are based n a continuous

t eaposure to the same aerosol concentration o�er the e�tosure period, takin& into account

radioactive decay. Actually, the cited calculations would be more applicable to fallout from
a deep sea-water detonation than to fidlout from a land burst.I

For MPC cati.eulations based on th� concentration of certain fission prok�cts in critical
organs for fallout from land bursts wrich is only very slightly soluble, information on the
solubility of each C isi�lon product as a unction of time is required. Thus the u�ie of the cal-
cuAht.iof1s of Tereati and Uewcorube to assess the deg�ee '�tf aniralation huard that could have
ezisted in U.e shelter will result an a high estimate of the hazard. However, in order to
make the estimate of the MPC at eaposures starting as early as 10 and 20 mm alter bLrst
and for a 2 .hr eqcsure, the datm of Teresi were '"ross plotted and extrs;oaated as Ihoun in
Figs. 3.14 and 3.15. The curves show that fort gwen ck�se �.nc air o utter concentrations
increase as the start of the e�,�;are det reuses and as the period c� eaposure decreases.
Reletive to the one-day e�osure starting at 3.5 hr giving ISO rem ut 30 days. sazrting the
ont�.day eaposure at 10 .uin wouto .�tcrease the MPC from 4 I l6�' to about 7.5 � I0� 4e'

em, which is a factor of 16. Sima.aarly. decreasing 'die eaposure pei-io�l from one day to 7 hr
(0.0g33 day), would increase the MI'C by a factor of 40 (0.2 ,c c'n� Ilvided by 4.1
�..c 'cm'). The cor�ec9ron I ictors an� estimated MPCs are summaru'-�'d an Table 3.14. For
shot Diablo the c.tiu�:kJ sheW co�'�cr�ration was 7.6 R � of the estimated MPC for
15 rem itt 90 a�ya, ko'� �'.NA '�eta� 'Le ..�Mt,1�ated sheller concentration �s 3�O ' 10' of the
estimated M�C r�r 15 rr� in i'

0 �'ay t�as no inhalation hazard could ha'cv caisttl l,� the
shelter f��r either ah'� for the �

tp.- - - - - - - -
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If all condtions surrounding the twn events were held constant (air intake flow rate, air in-
take configurations, particle sizes, etc.) except the amount of fallout that arrived, the esti-
mated MPC for 15 rem in 90 days would have been experienced if the standard intensity

increased to 19/7.8 x 10-, or 240,000 r/hr, at 1 hr for shot Diablo and 36/3.0 x 10,4, or
120,000 r/hr, at 1 hr for shot Shasta. For reasons previously given, the calculated MPC's
are overestimates of the inhalation hazard; therefore the estimates of the upper permissible
limits of the standard intensities would be low. On the other hand, only a small fraction of
the activity (less than 1 per cent) was carried by particles smaller than 50 to 100 ju at the

shelter. For underground and surface detonations, more activity may be carried by the
smaller particles, depending on the type of soil at the point of detowifton and the down-wind
distance from the shot point. Thus the simple estimates could be in .)nsiderable error for
detonation conditions and ventilation configurations that differ greatly from those described
in this report. A few of the important parameters that can influence the air concentrations
in shelters are mentioned in Chap. 4.

TABLE 3.14-ESTIMATE OF MPC IN AIR FOR SMALL SOLUBLE
PARTICLES OF RADIOACTIVE FALLOUT FOR EXPOSURE TIMES

AT SHELTER FOR SHOTS DIABLO AND SHASTA

Dose
150 rem in 15 remin

Item 30 days 90 days

Diablo

,WPC for 1-day exposure starting at
3.5 hr, pc/cm3 4.1 x 10-1 3.7 x 10-

Factor for exposure starting at 10 nmin 18 17
Factor for exposure period of 2 hr 49 37
MPC for 2-hr exposure siarting at

10 min, Pc/cm3  3.6 0.22
MPC for 1 rem in stated time, ic/cm3  2.4 x 10-2 1.5 x 10-'
Concentration in shelter (2-hr average),

mc,/cm 3  1.8 x 10-1 1.8 x 10-1
Fraction of estimated MPC 5.0 X 10-9 7.8 x 10

Shasta

MPC for 1-day exposure starting at
3.5 hr. :pc/cm- 4. 1 x 10- 3.7 x 10-4

Fator for exposure startirg at 20 min 9.1 8.8
Factor for exposure perioo of 2 hr 49 37
MPC for 2-hr exposure starting at

20 min, Pc/cM3  d.8 0.12
MPC for 1 rem in stated time, pc/cm3  1.2 x 10-1 8.0 x 13-1
Concentration in shelter (2-hr average),

PC/cm 3  3.6 x 10- .. 6 x 10-
Fraction of estimated MPC 2.0 x 105 3.0 X 10-1

In addition to the possibility of an inhalation hazard in the shelter, the possibility of

doEe due to gamma radiation from the aerosol in the air or on shelter surfaces exists The

mcre simple calculatior is that for the dose rate at 3 it above the surface of the shelter; the

re ;ults should be within a factor of 2 of that for the activity uniformly mixed in the air.

Hence for this calculation it is assumed that all the entering activity is deposited uniformly

over the shelter floor. The floor area was 1200 sq ft (25 by 48 ft). For shot Diablo the

described dispersion of the aerosol after fallout cessation would have given a surface con-

tamination of 8.6 x 10"./1.2 x 10, or 7.2 x 105, fissions/sq ft. For shot Shasta the surface

contamination would have been 3.8 x 1013/1.2 x 10i, or 3.2 x 1010, fissions/sq ft. For un..

fractionated activities from the shots, the ionization rate at 3 it above an infinite smooth
plane at 1 hr aftei burst3 would be about 7.3 x 10-1 (r/hr)/(fission/sq ft). Multiplying this
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value by 0.335, as taken from I.g. 3.11, gives 2.5 x 10-13 (r/hr at I hr)/(fisbion/sq ft). Thus
for shot Diablo the equivalent 3-It radiation rate for an infinite smooth plane would be 1.8 x
10-3 r/hr at I hr (1.8 mr/hr); for shot Shasta it would be 8.0 X 10-3 r/hr at I hr (8.0 mr/
hr). For the 25- by 48-ft slab and for a mean photon energy of about 0.85 Mev, the ratio of
the ionization rate at 3 ft above the center of the slab to that for the infinite plane4 is about
0.5. Thus the two 1-hr ionization rates from the above given amounts of contamination on
the shelter floor would be about 1 and 4 mr/hr at I hr, 3 ft above the center of the slab, for
shot Diablo and shot Shasta, respectively. The ratios of these radiation rates to the standard

intensities outside for the two shots are 0.000053 9 lid 0.00011, respectively. The values of
these ratios are about the same as those obtained for the shielding residual numbers for the
shelter. Thus, if aerosol were increased by a factor of 2 (increasing unfiltered air intake
rate from 300 to 600 cu It/min) and the above assumptions held, the aerosol intake for shot
Shasta conditions would have contributed more to the dose in the shelter than the radiation
from the outside fallout.

If the activity were actually diluted and mixed with the shelter air without settling, as
was assumed for the calculations plotted in Figs. 3.12 and 3.13, the dose rate near the center
of a shelter floor can be estimated from

I = (1/2) 5.22 x 10- MArd x 3.7 x 104C • e-Lldl (3.13)

where AA = the Klein-Nishina absorption coefficient for air
Ed = average photon energy in Mev/disintegration

C = the air concentration in pc/cm 3

10 = the equivalent spherical radius for the shelter volume
I = dose rate in r/hr

Equation 3.13 neglects scattering since the build-up factor haa been set equal to 1; this
should result in less than a 50 per cent error in the computation. At the time3 of consilera-
tion, Ed is about 1.1 Mev/dis, and the awerage photon energy is about 1.0 Mev. Thus tile
value of MA is 3.6 x 10-5 cm-1, and the value of p is 0.81 x 10- cm- 1 . Subst!tuting these
yalues and integrating, Eq. 3.13 gives

I= 470C (1 - e-° .8Y x6410) (3.14)

For the hemisphere out to the shelter side walls (10 = 12.5 ft or 380 cm), the exponential
ter'- in 0.97; for a hemisphere out to the shelter end walls (10 - 24 ft or 730 cm), the ex-
ponential term would be 0.94. The equivalent spherical radius should give a val'le between
1q.4 and 0.91 for the exponential term; the mid-value was used in the estimates given here.
Equation 3.14 then is

I = 21C (3.15)

The peak dose rate for nonsettliaig of the aerosol for shot Diablo would have been about
1.6 mr/hi- at H+21 min, and, for shot Shasta aW H1+51 rain, the peak dose rate from the
aerosol would have been about 1.9 mr/hr. The dose over the 2-hr exposure period from the
aerosol would have been about 0.8 mr for shot Diablo and 1.5 mr for shot Shasta. At H+ 1
hr, the dose rate for shot Diablo due to the aerosol would have dropped to 0.2 mr/hr, and
that for shot Shasta would have only decreased to 1.6 mr/hr. At this time, for shot Shasta,
the radiation from the aerosol would have been about one-half the radiation in the shelter
from outside fallout.

3.4 EFFECTS OF OPENINGS ON SHIELDING

3.4.1 Dose Measurements. Shot Diablo

Film-badge data from the outside station are given in Tables 3.15 to 3.17. The film
badges on the stake stations (see Fig. 2.13) were placed at I% to 2%/: It above the ground.

1; ~68fc
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TABLE 3.15-EXTERIOR DOSE DATA FROM FILM BADGES
ON STAKE STATIONS, VHOT DIABLO*

Station No.t Dose, r

1 129
2 151

3 163
4 162
5 161
6 146

7 151
8 145
9 89

10 1.2
11 164
12 173

13 161
14 161
15 151
16 162
17 164
18 164

*Duration of exposure: H-hour to H -28 hr; height of film

badges: 11/1 to 21/2 ft.
R Pefer to Fig. 2.13.

TABLE 3.16-EXTERIOR DOSE DATA FROM FILM BADGES
IN DOSIMETER-TUBE CUPS, SHOT DIABLO*

Dose, r

Badge No. 510 film 606 film

1 68 70
2 78 86

165 170
4 68 78

* Duration of exposure: H+3 mrin to H+5 1/2 hr.

TABLE 3T17-DOSE DATA FOR OTHER STATIONS, SHOT DIABLO*

Location Dose, r

Shelter ramp 78,77
(outside)

Shelter ramp 1.9
(12 ft from door)

Shelter ramp 0.41
(3 ft from door)

* Duration of exposure: H to HI * 28 hr.
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These badges were expooxed prior to shot time until 28 hr after bL4 st. The fila. badges in
the dosimeter tubes were ejected from inside the shelter through the dosimeter tube at 3
min after burst and were recovered at 51/% hr after burst.

According to the stake-station data, the average value of the dose received outside the
shelter in tWe first 28 hr was .60 r. The large deviation shown for station 9 was due to
shielding by the steel ventilator to which the badge was attached. The average value of the
dose indicated for the period H + 3 min to H + 51/2 hr from the badges ejected into the dosime-
ter-tube cups was about 75 r. The large deviation of badge No. 3 may have resulted from the
badge'b falling ontk, the ground when it was ejected from the dosimeter tube.

Two methods ,v . i.ý.ed to estimate the initial dose outside the shelter: (1) dose-distance
extrapolation and (2) exposure-period adjustment. The extrapolation using dose (r) and dis-
tance (D) was based on dose data from badges close to the burst (1800 to 3003 ft). Extrap-

olation to 5300 ft was accomplished by using the established procedure of plotting log rDo
vs. r. The initial dose by this procedure was estimated to be 48 r.

The method of exposure period was based on the film-badge data given in Tables 3.15
Sand 3.16 azd the cibm'rved GITR data given in Fig. 3.16. The observed GITR curves were inte-
, grated first from 3 min to 5% hr and the integrated dose was compared to the film-badge

data in Table 3.16; the latter were found to be larger by a factor of 1.65. This factor was
used to adjust the dose from the observed GITR data as integrated from 1 min to 28 hr, and
the adjusted integrated dose was subtracted from the average dose in Table 3.15 to give the
second estimate of initial dose at the shelter. Results from the two methods are summarized
in Table 3.18. Thus up to 28 hr after shot about 36 per cent of the outside dose was from
initial dose delivered within the first minute after burst.

The average value of the dose from fallout, 103 r, was used to determine the correction
factor for the observed GITR data, 1.82. When this is applied to the observed data, the peak
r idlation rate increases from 55 to 100 r/hr and the one-hour rate increasas from 14 to
25.5 r/hr. Comparison of the adjusted GITR and some AN/PDR-39(TIB) readings are given
in Table 3.19. The calculated response of the AN/PDR-39(TIB) to an extended source of
fi.asion products varies between 0.73 and 0.78; thus the adjustment of the GITR dat,. from
the film-badge data is in agreement with the AN/PDR-39(T1B) data.

Th• dose data for interior stations for various exposure periods are given in Table 3.20.
Three 200-mr electroscope dosimeters were grouped at each height under the ventilators.
The other stations had one 200-mr dosimeter and one 1-mr dosimeter. The residual number;ý

(RN) for initial radiation were calculated by using the average outside initial dose of 57 r as
given in Table 3.18 and the average of the three interior dose measurements at each loca-
tion; the results are given in Table 3.21. The shielding residual .,,mbers for fallout racia-
tion given in Table 3.22 were calculated from the interior dose tata and estimates of the
dose from fallout radiation obtained by integrating the adjusted GITR curve (Fig. 3.16).

Except for tWe 3-ft measurements, the residual numbers for the iWitial radiation under
the zenter ventilator are about two times those for fallout radiation. At the rear ventilator
the values are or'v slightly higher (about 40 per cent on the average). In general, for initial
radiation, at heighi less than 9 ft the residual numbers were less than 0.001.

For fallout radiation the shielding residual numbers based on dose indicate that residual
numbers better than 0.001 can be expected under the ventilator openings. The one exception
occurs at the 12-ft station under the center ventilator. For stations under ventilators the
residual numbers based on dose agree within a factor of 2 with resJdual numbers based on
dose rate. The residual numbers Aor other itattons show large discrepancies, probably
owing to the small doses recorded.

Attenuation of radiation below the exhaust ventilators is indicated by the dose measure-
ments. A comparison oi doses at various distances below the vent to the dose at the vent
is given in Fig. 3.17. The data show that radiAtion his been reduced at the 3-ft level to 10 to
20 per cent of that at the 12-ft level.

3.4.2 Intensity Measurements, Shot Diablo

Measurements of gamma intensity were made on top of the shelter at H + 5•/ hr with
AN/PDR-39(T1B) survey instruments. Results rre shown in Table 3.23.
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TABLE 3.18---ESTIMATES OF INITIAL DOSE AND
DOSE FROM FALLOUT

Dose, r

Dose fraction Method 1 Method 2 Average

Initial, 0 to rmin 48 66 57
Fallout (transit and deposit),

I mln to 28 hr 112 94 103

Total, 0 to 28 hr 160 160 160

TABLE 3.19-COMPARISON OF ADJUSTED GITR AND

AN/PDR-39(TlB) READINGS

Time after Adjusted GITR AN/PDR-39(TIB) Ratio,
burst, hr reading, mr/hr reading, mr/hr (TIB/GITR)

5.5 2700 2200 0.81
27.5 370 260 0.70
30.0 320 250 0.78

AV. 0,76

TABLE 3.20-INTERIOR DOSE DATA, SHOT DIABLO

Height, Initial gamma doie, mr Fallout gami-va dose, mr

Location' ft 1 2 3 1 2 3

Center Ventilatort

C4 12 200- 190 180 Ii0 110 95
C4 9 70 60 70 25 35 30
C4 6 30 30 20 12 10 10
C4 3 10 20 20 10 17 22

Rear Ventilatort

C7 12 30 30 20 20 20 23
C7 9 10 10 10 8 20 11
C7 6 0 10 10 8 6 5
C7 3 3 7 "A 0 5 5

Other Stations (3-ft Feight)l

Fallout gamma dose, mr

Initial gamma dose, 200-mr Backgrouw
Location* ',00-mr dosimeter, mr dosimeter dosim-ter

Ai 4 30 10+
A4 4.5 3 4.5

A7 4 5 lot.
&1 0.5 18 10+

34 2 10 10+
m6 3.5 1 0.5

LocAtious are shown In Fig. 2.11.
t Initial eWx•sure was from H÷1%our to H 5 min; fallout exposmre was from H + 5

's'ire warn fe1 H-hour ti R min; ifliout exzoare was from H +6

I lnt'A trfr-r wt- wq-hz-g- to *i 3 mh -i, kpouQre -w~a from H S

mil to 'H+76 min,

721, ,-/-- - ---- --------.- - -



TABLE 3.21- SHTELDrNG RESIDUAL NUMBERS
FOR INITIAL RADIATION

Interior
Statiol) e .jht, average Residual

No. ft. dose, r No.*

Center Vontflatcr

C4 12 0.190 0.0033
C 4 0.067 0.0012
C4 6 0.027 0.0005
C4 3 0.017 0.0003

Rear Ventilator

C7 12 0,01.7 0.000
C7 9 0.010 0.0002
C7 6 0.010 0.0A02
C7 3 0.005 0.0001

* Exterior dose taken as 57 r (Table 3.18).

TABLE 3.22--SHIELDING RESIDUAL NUMBERS
FOR FALLOUT RflIATION

Interior Kxterior
Station aiverage average Residual

No. Height, ft dose.* r dobe,* r No

Center Ventilat'r

C4 12 0.105 55.5 0.0019
C4 9 0.030 55.5 0.00054
C4 6 0.011 55.5 0.00020
C4 3 0.016 55.Ir 0.00029

Rear Ventilator

C7 12 0.021 55.5 0,00036
C7 9 0.013 55.5 0.00024
C7 6 0.006 55.5 0.00011
C7 3 0.005 55.5 0.00009

)*Nheir Stations

Al 3 0,030t 55.2 o0.000155
A4 3 0.0045 55 z 0.00006
A7 1 0.010 55.2 0.50018
Et 3 0 le 56.2 0.00033
E•4  0.010 55.2 0.00016
ET 0ý0005 ý$.2 ý0.GOO1

• S, rble '.X for tinm periods usd.
t'a ht'eded location, tnrepresentative of rw.tutwn throuug We door
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The first survey of the interior of the shelter was made after c.eshatiton of fallout during
the period K +94 to H 4 108 Min. Measurements smade with AN/PJ)R-27C radiacs at the vant-
o'ms stations sho~wnl in Fig. 2, 11 are given in Table 3.24. Residual numbers for each station
were obtained by correcting the average of the exterior AN/PDII-39(TIB) measurements to
H+ 100 using the observed GITR data (Fig. 3.16) for determining the dec;ay correction factor.
The resporse of the AN/PDR-27C to the photon spectrum insicje the shelter was the same as
that of the AN/PDR-39(TIB) to the photon spectrum outside the shelter; hence the two sets of
measurements require no addit'onal correction in computing the residual numbers. The
response of the AN/PDR-27C to the photon spectruim inside t.he shelter is discussed In Ap-
pendix D.

Residual -num ber contours were daveloped from ihe da'~a in Taýble 3.24. Figure 3.12
shows contours on horizontal -plane sections at 3, 6, and 9 ft above the shelter floor, on a
vertieal section through the renter line of the shelter, and on a verticil section through gniW
column 4.

Residual numbers given in Table 3.24 and contours ..n Fig. 3.18 show that almost all the
shelter gave residual numbers better than 0.00l; most cf the shelter gave residual' numbers
approaching 0.00001. Restricted areas near the entrance and within about 1 ft of the center
%ent gave residual numbers poorer than 0.001.

Attenuation of radiation below the vents was determined from the draL in Table 3.24;
results are plotted in Fig. 3.19. Attenuation is essentially proport~onal to the distance fromi
the vent down to 6 ft from the floor. This rate is substantially greater thzn the attentuztion
babed on dose mt-asirementb (Fig. 3.17).

A Lecond interior ~r.;vey, made after sandbagging the center vent, gave the fesults
shown in Table 3.24. Shielding the vent did not result in appreciable improvement of resid-
ual numbers~ in most paits of the shelter. However, a threefold reduction was noted directly
below the vent. Observable reductions aiso, were noted at 3tations C3, C4, airi C5. Residual
numbers given Li Table 3.2 for the second survey were obtained by correcta'~g the interior
readings to H-+ 100 min us~ng the observed GITR data and then comparing the interior read-
ings to the exterior readings corrected to the same time.

Additioual Intensity measurements were taken in the shelter by five AN/PIIR-27C low-
range radiacs whose signals were recorded on Brown recorders. nThe traces of thcbae instru-
ments for the first 2 hr are shown in Fig. 3.20, together with the interior survej measure-
ments made at the same Ioeations. The data are in fair agreement, the interior stwvey
measurements tending to be somewhat higher than the recorded data.

3.4.3 Intensity Measurements, Shot Shasta

The observed GITR data for the GITR location on top cl the shielter are given in fig.
.4.21. Data from the Geiger-tube rate meter underneath tWe centoi ventilator are gi~ea irn
Fig. 3.22: the rate-meter readtigs were converted to AN'PDP 30(TIB) ionization rates by
taking s..veral readings on the latter Instrument At the Geiger -tube locationi. 7, ne Geiger-
tutx. position was protected on the sides by lead bricrkA. the opening pointed up ward. Hence
the readirgs (Lnd residual numbers) for the rate meter %%re some~aaal lower tiat those
under the vtntiilator for an unshielded reading.

Exterior rate meabureuients taken with the AN/PDII 4Bf(TlIS ',nd tiveir corý*e!.Uom with
the GITR measuremen4.s are given in Table 3.25. The ratios of the corre-eted AN 'PLD.30
(TIO) readings to the G~ITH reidings are it' agretmeat with the valie, 1.6, found on sVot
Dtablo. The difference in the ratio between the tw") Party 'neasuremcnts; and Ithe later one is
probably due more to the calibrattin of the AN 'PDR-39(TIS) Ins~rumon'.- (first two were
on instruments checked out from Read-Safe) than to reiative ebarwqy in the r#je~iwon 41 th
two instrurnenta with photon energy. For tho, computatlata of reoid"IawinUmbrs, the observed
GM~ data were corrected to observed AN 'PEO.V-391TtB) Loy mult~piying theni by 1,63 This
value of the ratio is an average for the first two meatsurements; it -gan se %**4c a*All the
interior meni4Arernentb were taker. on, or carverted to eNi.Ivlent r~adlng."1 04. the Rad-saft
calibrated AN 'PDUt-W3 93l) iastrument3. This treatruent Asewdtcs the Jamne over-all rv-
spoae of Ow' AN 'PDH-39tTib) to the radiAtimov, insde anj ontslde the #1.elter (tho ene.rgy
and geometries of the radiation werv- dtff'reat),

(Trt, co" I mwfs oa pWg 041



TABLE 3.23--.EXTERIOR SURVEY DATA. SHOT DIABLO'

Station Station Station
No.t Intensity, r/hr No.t Intensity, rihr Ao.!" Intensity, r/hr !

1 2.0 7 2.2 13 2.2
2 2.2 8 2.2 14 2.2
3 2.3 9 i.0 15 2.2
4 2.2 10 2.1 16 2.2
5 2.3 11 2.4 17 2.2
6 2.2 12 2.2 18 2.2

T!rme of .survey, H + 51/2 hr; instrument, AN/I'DR-39rTIB).
t Refer to Fig. 2.13.

TABLE 3.24--INTERIOR SURVEY DATA. SHOT DIABLO

First survey (H + 100 rain) Second survey (H + 5i/2 hr)
Height, Reading, Residual Reading, Residual

Flltatton* ft mr/hr No. mr/hr No.

Al 3 50 0.0050 3.5 0.0018
BI 3 10 0.0010 5.0 0.0026
Cl 3 14 0.0014 2.3 0.0012
DI 3 ic 0.0010 2.4 0.0013
El 3 5 0.0005 1.5 0.00078

0.0003t

K 6 11 0.0011 1.5 0.00078
DI 3 9 0.3009 2.5 0.0013
DV, 6 21 0.0021 2.2 0.0011
Di 9 11 0.0011 1.4 0.00073
C1 3 13 0.0013 2.8 0.0015

C1 6 15 0.00!5 4.0 0.0021
C3 9 8 0.0008 1.8 0.00094
C1 12 2 0.0002 0.7 0.00036
B! 3 11 0.0011 3,5 0.0018
Bi 6 13 0.0013 3.0 0.0016

9 5 0.0005 0.9 0.00047
A1 3 32 0.0032 5.0 0.0026
Al 6 36 0.0036 4.7 0.0024
A2 3 0.0006 1.5 0.00078
B2 3 5 0.0005 0.9 0.00047
SC2 3 3.5 0.00035 1.0 0.00052
D2 3 3 0.00030 1.0 0.00052

E2 3 3.5 0.0)035 0.7 0.00036
E2 6 0.4 0.00021
D2 3 4,3 3,00043 0.8 0,00042

D2 6 3.2 0.00032 0,t, 0.00042
D2 9 2.6 0.00026 0.6 0.tX0031
C2 3 3.4 0.00034 0.9 0,90047
C2 6 3.3 0.00033 0.8 0.00042
C C2 9 2.1 0.000oo 0.4 0.00021

C2 12 1.1 0.00011 0.3 0.000016
B2 3 4.3 0.00043 0.'1 0.00037
i, B2 6 3.4 0.00.34 0.4 0.0O d

B2 9 1.3 0.00013 0.4 0.00021
A2 3 13 1.,-,1J 1.7 0.00088

A2 4 0.0004_ 1.4 0.00073
SA3 3 1.5 n, n p I. j 0-300.00016
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TABLE 3.2.1 (Continued)

First survey (H + 100 min) Second survey (H + 5%, hr)

Height. Reading, Residual Reading, Residual
Location* ft mr/hr No. mr/hr No.

B3 3 1.3 0.00013 0.25 0.00013
C3 3 1.1 0.00011 0.17 0.000089
D3 3 0.7 0.00007 0.10 0.000052

E3 3 0.4 0.00004 0.07 0.000036
E3 6 0.5 0.00005 0.10 0.000052
D3 3 0.7 0.,. 0007 0.12 0.090062
D3 6 0.6 0.0 )006 0.09 0.000047
D3 9 0.3 0V 0003 0.11 0.000057

C3 3 1.2 0.00012 0.15 q.000078
C3 6 1.2 0.00012 0.16 0.000083
C3 9 1.1 0.00011 0.14 0.000073
C3 12 1.1 0.00011 0.20 0.00010
P 3 3 1.4 0.00014 0.25 0.00013

B3 6 1.1 ?.90011 0.22 0.00011
B3 9 0.8 0.00008 0.19 0.000078
A3 3 1.3 0.00013 0.27 0.00014
A3 6 0.8 0.00008 0.25 0.00013
A4 3 ).2 0.00002 0.09 0.000047

B4 3 0.4 0.00004 0.15 0.000078
C4 3 1.6 0.00016 0.17 0.000088

0.000221t
D4 3 0.8 0.00008 0.17 0.000088
E4 3 0.4 0.00004 0.10 0.000052

0.00018t
E4 6 0.4 0.00004 0.09 0.000047

D4 3 0.7 0.00007 0.13 0.000068
D4 f 0.8 0.00008 0.13 0.00( 1,68
D4 9 0.6 0.00006 0.11 0.000057
C4 3 1.4 0.00014 0.18 0.000094
C4 C 1.4 0.00014 0.20 0.00010

0.000201t

C4 9 4.1 0.00041 0.21 0.00011
0.000541t

C4 12 30 0.0030 2.0 0.0010
0.00190

B4 3 0.3 0.00004 0.14 0.000073
B4 6 0.4 0.00004 0.16 0.000083
B4 9 0.4 0.00004 0.14 0.000073

A4 3 0.2 0.00002 0.09 0.000047
0.00008t

A4 6 0.2 0.00002 0.11 0.000057
A5 3 0.2 0.00002 0.15 0.000078
B5 3 0.5 0.00005 0,18 0.00009M
C5 3 1.0 0.00010 0.25 0.00013

D5 3 0.5 0.00005 0.17 0.000088
E5 3 0.5 0.00005 0.13 0.000068
E5 6 0.2 0.00002 0.05 0.000047
D5 3 0.5 0.00005 0.15 0.000078
D5 6 0,5 0.00005 0.12 0.000062

DS 9 0.5 0.00005 0.13 0.000068
C 5 3 1.0 0.00010 0.18 0.000094
C5 6 1.3 0.00013 0.20 0.00010
C5 9 14 0.00014 0.23 0.00012
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"IABLE 3.24 (Continued)

First survey (H 1 100 min) Second survey (H + 5%/: hr)

Height. Reading. Resitual Reading. Residual
Locatlon* ft mr/hr No. mr/hr No.

C5 12 1.5 0.00015 0.21 0.00011

B5 3 0.6 0.00006 0.17 0.000088

B5 6 0.5 0.00005 0.12 0.000062
B5 9 0.4 0.00004 0.10 0.000052
AS 3 0.2 0.00002 0.12 0.000062
AS 6 0.2 0.00002 0.10 0.000052

A6 3 0.2 0.00002

B6 3 0.3 0.00003

C6 3 1.5 0.00015

D6 3 0.5 0.00005
E6 3 0- 3 0.00003

E6 6 0.5 0.00005 0.15 0.000078

DF 3 0.5 0.00005 0.15 0.000078

D6 6 0.4 0.00004 0.17 0.000088

D6 9 0.4 0.00004 0.15 0.000078

C6 2 0.7 0.00007 1.20 0.00010

C6 6 1.0 0.00010 0.25 0.00013

CS 9 1.6 0.00016 0.27 0.00015

C6 12 2.7 0.00027 0.30 0.00016
B 6 3 0.4 0.00004 0.15 0.000078

B6 6 0.5 0.010("5 0.10 0.000052

B6 9 0.4 0.00004 0.10 0.000052

A6 3 0.3 0.00003 0.09 0.000047
A6 6 0.3 0.00003 0.11 0.00005"7
A7 3 0.1 0.00001 0.05 0.000026

0.00018t
B7 3 0.3 0.00003 0.08 0.000042

C7 , 1.0 0.00010 0.13 0.000068

0.00009t
D7 3 0.5 0.00005 0.08 0.000042

E7 3 0.2 0.00002 0.04 0.000021

0.00O01t
E7 6 0.2 0.00002 0.05 0.000026

D7 3 0.4 0.00004 0.10 0.000052

D7 6 0.5 0.00005 0.09 0.000047

D7 9 0.5 0.00005 0.07 0.00036

C7 3 0.6 0.00006 0.11 0.000057

C7 6 0.7 0.00007 0.14 0.000074

0.00011t

C7 9 1.1 0.00011 0.17 0.000088

0.00024t

C7 12 2.0 0.00020 0.?) 0.00010
0.00038t

B7 3 0.4 0.00004 0.07 0.000036

B7 6 0.6 0.00006 0.05 0.000026

B7 9 0.3 0.00003 0.07 0.000036

A7 3 0.1 0.00001 0.06 0.000031
A7 6 0.4 0.00004 0.07 0.006036

* Locations are shown in Fig. P.11.

t Residual numbers from dose measurements (Table 3.22) given for comparison.
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:1g. 3.18-Residual-number contours for first interior survey. shot D~ablo.
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The residual number at the Geiger-tube rate-meter location under the center ventilator Is
plotted as a function of time in Fig. 3.23. Since the geometry for the rate meter pointed up-
ward, the contribution of the radiation down the vent to the obseA ved count-rate on this instru-
ment was large. The data show a peak in the z esldua. number at 6 to 7 mrin due to radiciactlve
sources directly over the ventilator. This time was Just prior to fallout arrival; tnerefore it
must have been due to radiation from the cloud overhead. After most of the fallout had arrive0,
the residual rumber remained almost constant up to about 25J min (4 hr); the .1ecrease after
250 min was probably due to a general decrease in the energy of the photons.

A single shelter survey was made at H+ Z% hr using the AN/PDR-39(TIB) instruments;
the data and residual nurmbers are given in Table 3.26. The AN/PDR-39(TIB) equivalent
reading from the GITR data at that time was 11.3 r/hr; this val.e was used in computing the
residual numbers. Except for the residual numbers for positions under the center vent and
open periscope (C3, C4, C5 , and Cg) and near the M6 collective protector (A3), the residual
numbers on the average are a little less than two times those given In Table 3.24 for shot
Diablo. Under the openings the residual numbers are between 0.0007 and 0.0008; hence the
requirement for a residual number of 0.001 was met. The higher numbers could, in part,
be due to a higher relative reeponsiý of the AN/PDR-39(T1B) to the radiations inside the
shelter.

3.4.4 Directional Gamma Measurements, Shot Diablo

Data obtained by the directional gamma instrument are plotted in Figs. 3.24 through
3.27. The instrument records have been corrected to 1 hr after burst. The unit of measure-
ment is milliroentgens per hour per 10 degrees of solid angle. When properly s'ummed over
4r, the result cs the directional survey should equal the measured intensity at the point of
interest. Fig4re 3.24 shows the result of a trarsverse rotation of the instrument in a plane
including the shelter door. Figure 3.25 gives the results of a transverse rotatioi midway
between the door and the center ventilator, showing the greatly recuced contribution from
the door. Figure 3.26 is a longitudinal rotation approximately under the center ventilator,
and Fig. 3.27 shows two longitudinal rotations, one under the rear ventilator and one mid-
way between the door and center ventilator.

3.4.5 Energy-spectrum Measurements, Shot Diablo

Data on the gamma spectrum inside the shelter are given in Appendix D along with the
computations on the response of the AN/PDR-27C to the radiations in tke shelter.

3.5 ,SUPPORTING TECHNICAL STUDIES

T3.5.1 Shot Dbabloo-

3 The technical supporting studies cn shot Diablo consisted in (1)the intensity-time
record from the GITR on the shelter roof, (2) the decay of fallout samples measured in the
4 w ionization chamber, (3) the rate and accumulation of fallout at the shelte., ,ts collected by
the incremental fallout collector, (4) intenvity-time records on an AN/PDR-?7'C 1nstr%.,ni.nt
inside the shelter, and (5) directional ganma measureme;,ts on top of the shelter.

The GITR data for shot Diablo are given in Fig. 3.i6. Figure 3.28 gives a comparison
of the planning decay curve, the Intensity-time record from the GITR, and the average decay
of 'ailout samples measured In the 41 ionization chamber. The measurements of the incre-
mental fallodt collector traye are given in Table 3.27. The early intensity-time data from
an AN/PDR-27C instrument attached to a Brown recorder are shown in Fig. 3.29. Directional
measurements of the radAation field on top of the shelter are shown iW Fig. 3.30.

The GITR data indicate fallout arrival at about H. + min and peak intensity at H4 15 min.
The incremental-collector data show a slight increase from background t3tween H# 5t/2 min

avd H + 61/2 min; in the following minute a single Large particle counting about a million
counts per minute at H + 31•/ hr was colhected. The variaility in the data between succes-
htive trays is a statistical one owing to small tray size. The bulk of the activity collected

(Text continues on page 94
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TABLE 3.25-COMPARISON OF AN/PDR-39(TIB) AND
OBSERVED GITR MEASUREMENTS, SHOT SHASTA

Corrected Ratio,
rime after AN/PDR-39(TIB) AN/PDR-39(TIB) Observed GITTI corrected
burst, hr reading, r/hr reading,* r/hr reading, r/hr TIB/CIITR

10.0 2.2 2.9 1.3 z.k

13.5 1.4 1.9 0.91 2.1
50.8 0.20t 0.27 0.19 1.4

* Relative response of 0.75 used to correct readings.
t AN/PDf-146(TIB) calibrated and used by Project 32.4 personnel.

TABLE 3.26-INTERIOR AN,/PDR-39(T1B) MEASUREMENTS, SHOT SHASTA

Reading, Residual Reading, Residual
Location* mr/h, No. Locatlon* mr/hr No.

Al 6.0 0.00053 A5 0.5 0.00004
B1 10 0.00088 B5 1.0 0.00009
C1 12 0.0011 C5 8.0 0.00071
DI 14 0.0012 D5 1.1 0.00010
El 6.0 0.00053 E5 1.0 0.00009

A2 10 0.00088 AG 0.7 0.00006
B2 10 0.00088 B6 1.4 0.00012
C2 12 0.0011 C6t 9.0 0.00060
D2 8.0 0.00071 D6 1.3 0.00012
E2 6.0 0.00053 E6 0.4 0.00004

A3 1.4 0.0012 A7 0.6 0.00005
B3 3.0 0.00027 H7 1.0 0.00009
C3 8.0 0.00071 C7 3.9 0.00027
D3 2.4 0,00021 D7 1.0 0.00009
E3 1.5 0.00013 E7 0,3 0.000e'

A4 0,7 0.00006 At door 80 0.0071
B4 1.3 0.00012 6 fl fr( m 49 0.0043

door
C4 8.0 0.00071 Outside 17 0.0077

doort
P4 2.1 0.00019 Chamrber 1400 0.64

entrancee
E4 1.2 0,00011

" Locatt.ms are shown in Fig 2.11.
f ýefrsco)pe lid off. periscope in up position. tUme of survey. H 2 .5 hr.
t Taken at H * 10 hr; outside reading. 2.2 r/hr.
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was contained in rather large spherical glassy fallout particles, The hottest tray (single

particle) was cpllected between H + 101/2 and H+ 11/ 2 min. The increa3e in collection due to
the dust raised by the helicopter noted for the air samples is also shown In the incremental
collector tata between H + 40 and H 1 46 min. The time of fallout arrival from the AN/PDR-
27C inside the shelter indicated arrival of the first particle(s) on the shelter ramp at 6.17
min; it may be noted, from Fig. 3.29, that the instrument was in a particularly good position
to observe the radiation beam through the entrance tunnel. The peak in the record of 50 mr/
hr occurred at about H4 .17 min. Data from the directional gamma instrunment, which was
pointed directly upward at shot time, are shown in Fig. 3.31; the curve indicats fallout ar-
rival between H + 5 and H + 6 min. The AN/PDR-27C was probably the most sensitive indi-
cator of fallout arrival; the best value of fallout arrival for shot Diablo was therefore
6.2 min.

TABLE 3.27-INCREMENTAL-COLLECTOR D 'TA, SHOT DIABLO

Cumulative Cumulative
Activity,* activity, Activity,* activity,

Time interval, min coL.ts/min counts/min Time interval, min counts/min coulits/min

0-1.25 0 30.2-31.2 10 10,493,000
1.25-2.25 13 '71.2-32.2 17 10,493,000
2.25-3.25 17 32.2-33.2 0 10,493,900

3.25-4.25 14 33.2-34.2 0 10,493,000

4.25-5.25 0 34.2-35.2 0 10,493,000

5.25-6.25 97 97 1,.2-36.2 0 10,492,000

6.25-7.25 1,026,000 1,026,000 36.2-37.2 20 10,493,000
7.25-8.25 47 1,026,000 37.2-38.2 0 10,493,000
8.25-9.25 1,671,000 2,697,000 38.2-39.2 0 10,493,000
9.25-10.2 1,117,000 3,814,000 39.2-40.2 17 10,493,000

10.2--11.2 1,688,000 5,502,000 40.2-41.2 20 10,493,000
11.2-12.2 488,900 5,991,000 41.2-42.2 34 10,493,000
12.2-13.2 163 5,991,000 42.2-43.2 167 10,493,000
13.2-14.2 1.208,000 7,199,000 43.2-44.2 467 10,494,000
14.2-15.2 117 7,199,000 44.2-45.2 0 10,494,000

15.2-16.2 938,801 8,138,000 45.2-46.2 22,460 10,516,000
16.2-17.2 541,000 8,679,000 46.2-47T2 0 10,516,000
17.2-18.2 97 8,679,000 47.2-48.2 n 10,516.000

18.2-19.2 434,600 9,114,000 48.2-49.2 0 10,516,000
19.2-20.2 60 9,114,000 49.2-50.2 0 1.0,516,000

20.2--21.2 70 9,114,000 50.2-51.2 0 10,516,000
21.2-22.2 33 9,14,000 51.2- 52.2 47 10,516,000
22.2-23.2 168,000 9,282,000 52.2--53.2 34 10.516,000

23.S-24.2 308,900 9,591,000 53.2-54.2 281 10,517,000
24.2-25.2 393 9,591,000

25.2-26.2 383,400 9,975,000
26.2-27.2 518,300 10,493,000

27.2-28.2 27 10,493,000
28.2-29.2 0 10,493,000
29.2-30.2 6 10,493,000

*Counts per minute on an end-window gamma scintillatlon counter at H + 31.5 hr.

The normalized and average decay curve from the 41 ion chamber data observed at the
shelter was obtained from seven samples consisting of single particles (at early times) and
groups of particles. The shapes of the decay curves from the different samples were tne
same within a few per cent (measurement error); the curves were therefore normalized at
one time and averaged. The decay of particles later collected at station T2C (about 5 miles
downwind) was the same as those collected at the shelter. The radioactive composition of
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t 211 the large fallout particles must therefore have been about the same. Decay data from

Project 32.4 fallout collectors and one cloud .ample were obtained at USNRDL. The com-

bined data, together with a curve calculated Ur unfractionated fission prodt!cts, 3 are plotted
in Fig. 3.32. It may be noted that the calculateA curve and the curve from the cloud sample
data are the same and that the data for the fallout particles and sampAes fall below the
calculated curve by as much as a factor of 3. However, at later times the curves are tend-
ing to approach each other. Thus the fallout samples must have been depleted in many of
the shorter lived fission products in order to exhibit the observed decay behavior.

The radiation field, at; measured at about 3 ft abo,,e the top (f the shelter (Fig. 3.30),
was very flat or uniform in the horizontal plane. The direction of the maximum observ,-d
gamma count rate on the vertical pattern was 90301 below the horizon for both directions.
Except for the larger readings at 90° from the horizontal, the bumps in the curves occur at

angles corresponding to a line of sight through the cone of the detector to the edge of the
dirt fill over the shelter. In these directinns the detector "sees" more radioactive sources
per unit of horizontal area.

The data in Fig. B.4 (Appendix B), when integrated in 4v for a thin spherical source
about the detector, show that greater than 99 per cent of the count rate comes from the sur-

face area of the source intercepted by a cone of 150 solid argle at the detector; this solid
angle was used to estimate the fraction of the gamma radiation on top of the suelter which
was emitted from sources various distances away.

If 80 is the angle down from the horizon for the center line of the 150 cone, h is the
height of the instrument above the surface, and r is the distance from the observation point

to the intersection of the center line of the con- with ground, then

r = h cot 00 (3.16)

The distance, d, from the detector to the intersection is

r
d - 60 (3.17)

cos

The lateral distance, r1 , from the intersection of the center line of the cone (distance, d) is

given by

r1 =: d t•rn (3.18)

in which 0 is the angle at the detector between the vertical plane through the center of the

cone and the line along the edge of the co~ne that connects the end of r' to the point of the
cone at the detector. Therefore 0 can have values between 0' and 7°30'. Subst.tuting for d
fn Eq. 3.18 gives

rl _. h tan (3.19)

The total area seen by the uetector is that bounded by the angle limits, 00 f 7'30' and 4
0 1 7*30'. Since the cone angle is iifed, the corresponding values 6 and 00 and 4 can be

obtained from

X3 4 yZ (3.20)

And

tan = 0.1 3 16 y (3.21)

and

tan * 0.1316x (3.22)

: 90
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wbere tan 7030' = 0.1316. The values of the equation constants are equivalent to a cone
radius of I in. and a height of 7.6 in., where x and y are the coordinates of the base of the
cone (zero at the center). A few paired values of 0, (p, r/h, and r'/h for O8 = I5S are given
in Table 3.28; the surface area seen by the detector for the 15° stting is shown in Fig. 3.33.
The area within the elliptical figure is given by

A =h 2(A/2) cot 6 tan ,'/s!n • (3.23)

in which (A/2) cot 8 is half the difference between the values of cot (0o - 7'30') and cot (80 +
! '?V30%) 9 is defined by

cot 6 = /• [cot (80 - 7°301) + cot (60 + 7030')] (3.24)

and ý is the angle corresponding to 9 vtL,, Eqs. 3.20, 3.21, and 3.22. The angle 6 is the angle
to the center of gravity of the ellipse, and the distance from the detector defined by 6 was
used as the distance of the equivalent point source from the detetor. Using Eq. 3.23, the
areas seen by the detector, given as A/(Wh2 ), are computed in Table 3.29. The lowest angle
used was 80; at 7*30, the maximum value of cot 0 and AAh 2 would be infinity. At 7'30' above
the horizon the detector observes only scattered radiation (assuming the radiations all
arise from a plane source).

It will be assumed that the sources are uniformly distributed in estimating the con-
tribution of the radiation from various distances to that measui ed by the detector. A rno-e
refined calculation could be made by using fallout pattern data in which the source strength
from a given area would be weighted according to its pattern values. The observed count
rates (values are proportional to those given in Fig. 3.30) and average count rate per unit
area are given 'in Table 3.30. All the count-rate values, of course, contain contributions
from radiations scattered into the 2one from sources outside the surface area seen by the
detector. The relative contribution of the sources per unit area is relatively small from the
areas farthest away. Since the detector was 3 ft above the ground, the center of gravity for
the 80 angle is 177 ft away, the distance to the farthest source in the area would be 344 ft,
and the distance to the near source would be about 11 It. The values of the relative count
rate per unit area are plotted against distance to the center of gravity for the area in Fig.
3.34.

IU the distance from the detector to the center of gravity of the area seen by the detec-
tor is defined as Y, then the total radiation that would be received by an unshielded detector
would be 21f times that cox :ig from the center of gravity (i.e., as a point source) to the
shielded detector. Since f is the same as h cot 6, new relative count-rate units will be ob-
tained if the values in Table 3.30 are simply multiplied by cot ý. If a calibrated detector
were used, then the total radiation receivtd from zhe distance f away would be given by

-(r) - 41 A coS P (3.25)
h(A cot 6) tan

in which I(1') Is the intensity at the unshieldea Jetector from the distance 1. and J.k is the
intensity at the cilimated detector from the area A (averaged for an equivalent point source
at the distance V'). The values of l(r), in relative units, are plotted .n Fig. 3.35 against cot 0.
The peak contribution contes from a distance of cot 6 equal to about 0.92, or athout 2"'4 ft
from the dete.Aor ratl,.r than from an angle of about 10' (17 ft) shown in Fig. 3.30 for the
observed data.

Integrating the curve in i ig. 3.35 out to 1(G) 0 and normalizing the relative values to
the total should give the per cent rontribution to the countt rate up to a given distance from
an ur.shielded detector. The results are given in Table 3.31 and are plotted in Fig. 3.36.
The unshielded detector mut.t have thw same respose to the radiations as the shielded
detector that was used to take the measurements. For these calculations from the data. 50
p.r rent of Lhe t!utl 'romes from distances up to cot 4 12 (36 ft)., 99 per -cent coes irom
diances ;-p to cot t- 83 t.49 ft', and Paen!lally 100 per cent comes from within a 300-ft
tit vie.
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TABLE 3.28-COMPUTAIION OF CONE-EDGE INTERCEPT
WITH THE SURFACE FOR 6l = 15*

01 9 r/h - cot 0 tan sin 6 sin

0 1is 3.73 7030' 0.1316 0.259 0.508
0 15. 3.73 730' 0.1316 0.Z 29 0.508

+ 3"46' 18"46' 2.94 6"33' 0.1140 0,322 0.354
- 3"46' 1 I'I 4' 5.04 6"3' 0.1140 0.19s 0.584
+ 5"19' 20"19 2.70 50 19' 0.0930 0.347 0.268

-5"19' •41" 5.86 5"19, 0.01W0 b.168 0.554
+ 6"331 2 I133, 2.53 3046' 0.0658 0.367 0.179
- 6"33' 8927' 6.73 3"46' 0.0658 0.147 0.448
+7"30' 22"30' :&.41 0 0 0.383 0
+ 7*301 7'301 7.60 0 0 0.131 0

4 716' 22'16' 2.44 1°53, 0.0329 0.379 0.0868
-7°16' 7044' 7.36 1°531 0.0329 0.135 0.244

-3"42' 11"18' 5.00 9'321 0.1145 0.196 0.584

* - Oe *r0

TABLE 3.29-COMPUTATION OF THE AREAS SEEN BY THE
DETECTOR AT SEVERAL VALUES OF 09

Cot 06 (A/2) cot 0 Cot 0 tan s sin 0 A/,hl

80 7.12 5F 49 59.10 0.0456 0.0169 150
10* ,,567 9.86 13.)4 0.0874 0.0764 11.3
1.•° 3,73 2.60 5.00 0.1 x45 0.196 1.52
2?30' 2.41 1 00 2.73 0.1246 0.344 0.363
300 1.73 0.555 1.86 0.128M 0.474 0. 15!,

3r30. 1.303 0.365 1.36 0.1300 6.592 0.0801
i . 1.00 0.268 1.04 0.13 0.695 0.0503
52"30' 0.767 0.212 0.788 0.1309 0.785 ,f.0353
f0 0A577 0 171; 0.590 0.1311 C,.61 1.0268
60r*, o 414 0.154 0.422 n.1313 0.921 0.0220

7.S' n 249 0.141 0.273 0.1315 0.J65 0.0192

'it? ).132 0.134 0.134 0.1316 C.9l1 0.017S
")000 0 1316 .0000 0.1316 1.000 00173
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I
The calculatlons given are actually only first approximations of the contributions from

the various areas seen by the detector; these calculations and the actual fallout contour
values could be used to redctermine a more accurate relative count-rate value and location
(t the center of gravity for each area seen by the detector.

3.5.2 Shot Shasta

The technical supporting studies on shot Shasta consisted in (1) the GITR data, (2) the
incremental fallout collector data, and (3) the decay of fallout samples as measured in the
4v ion chamber.

TABLE 3.30-GIBSERVED COUNT RATES AND COUNT RATES
AT THE DETECTOR PER UNIT AREA OF SURFACE

Observed count rate, Average observed count rte/(A/rhl,
relative units relative units

so North East South West North East South West Average

68 31.3 37.1 29.3 36.3 0.2,,19 0.247 0.195 0 242 0.223
100 30.9 38.3 30,7 37.4 2.74 3.39 2.72 3.31 3.04
5"0 27.9 31.1 29.8 31.0 18.4 20.4 19.6 20.4 19.7

2r30' 24.0 21.4 25.0 23.0 66.1 59.0 68.8 63.4 64.3
30" 20.7 17.6 18.2 18.3 138 117 121 122 124

37"301 14.6 13.3 14.3 15.6 182 166 178 195 180
45" 13,6 13.2 14.4 14.3 270 262 286 284 215
5r301 11.7 11.9 14.8 14.0 331 337 419 397 371

60" 9.3 12.4 12.4 14.0 347 463 463 522 449
67"301 9.7 11.8 11.8 11.8 441 536 536 536 512

75' 11.2 10.2 11.0 15.3 583 531 573 797 620
e830' 12.7 10,1 11.7 15.6 713 567 657 876 703
90" 14.2 13.8 14.2 13.8 821 798 821 798 810

TABLE 3.31--SUMMARY OF ACCUMULATIVE RELATIVE CONTRIBUTION TO RADIATION
AT AN UNSHIELDED DETECTOR AT THE SHELTER FOR UNIFORM

CONTAMINATION ABOUT THE SHELTER

Contribution to Contribution to
Coti count rate, % Cot count rate,

0 0 20 60.2
•i1 7.92 30 70.6

2 17.6 40 79.4
3 24.7 50 86.5
4 30.0 60 91.8

5 34.0 70 95.8
S37.4 80 98.5

42.6 90 99.8
S10 46.6 100 ion

i5 54.2

The GITR data are given in Fig. 3.21; the data indicate fallout arrival at H + C min and
a peak at H + 18 min. The rate-meter data in Fig. 3.22 indicate a t.mne of arrival of H - 9.7

imn. The ii cremental-collector data are given in Table 3.32; th se data show a t.me of ar-
rival between H +9 and 11+.10 min The peak rate of collection occurred between H + 12 and
F 13 min. After H + 17 min only two fairly Large particles were collected, one between
H * 19 and H + 20 min and the other between H * 24 and H + 25 min. Small amounts of activity
were collectrd after H + 25 rmin, but, so far as the cumulative sum is concerned, the amounts
were negligible.
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The decay of five fallout particles and three groups of particles was taken at the shelter

startirg at H + 24 min. Decay of five fallout samples collected by Project 32.4 was taken at

USNRDL. The data are plotted in Fig. 3.37. The averaged decay data are identical to those

observed for shot Diablo. From about H+ 1/2 to H+21/2 hr, the logarithmic slope is -1.46; a

single line from H+4 to H+ 1000 hr gives a slope of -1.14. The difference between the ob-
served decay data of samples for the 4v ion chamber and those for a radiac instrument used
to measure an extended source of fission products is shown in Fig. 3.38, where the ratio of
the AN/PDR-39(TIB) response to that of the 4v ion chamber for fission products is plotted
as a function of time after fission. The ra'ao was arbitrarily adjusted to 1.000 at H + 1 hr;

TABLE 3.32-INCREMENTAL-COLLECTOR DATA, SHOT SHASTA

Cumulative Cumulative
Activity, activity, Activity,* activity,

Time interval, nin counts/min counts/mrin Time interval, min counts/min coun~s/min

0 --5.25 429 34.2-35.2 280 12,210,000
5.25-6.25 159 35.2-36.2 355 12,210,000
6.25-'.25 3 36.2-37.2 220 12,210,000
7.25-8.25 23 37.2-38.2 180 12,210,000
8.25-9.25 87 87 38.2-39.2 175 12,210,000

9.25-10.2 970,000 970,100 39.2-40.2 125 12,210,000
10.2 -11.2 2.390,000 3,360,000 40.2-41.2 180 12,210,000
11.2 -12.2 2.160,000 5,520,000 41.2-42.2 165 12,210,000
12.2 -13.2 4,300,000 9,820,000 42.2--43.2 175 12,210,000
13.2 -14.2 330,000 10,650,000 43.2-44 2 135 12,210,000

14.2 -15.2 420,000 11,070,000 44.2-45.2 225 12,210,000
15.2 -16.2 176,000 11,250,000 45.2-46.2 210 12,210,000
16.2 -17.2 630,000 11,880,200 46.2-47.2 195 12,210,000
17.2 -18.2 135 11,880,000 47.2-48.2 160 12,210,000
18.2 -19.2 1,210 11,880,000 i 48.2-49.2 195 12,210,000

19.2 -20.2 126,850 12.010,000 49.2-50.2 180 12,210,000
2 0.6 -21.2 75 12.010,000 50.2-51.2 135 12,210,060
21.1 -22.2 40 12,010,000 51.2-52.2 185 12,210,000
22.2 -23.2 5 12,010,000 52.2-53.2 80 12,210,000
23.2 -24.2 110 12.010,000 L'3.2-54 2 85 12,210,000

24.2 -25.2 202,000 12,210,000 54.2--55.2 145 12,210,000
7;.2 - . 2 135 12,210.000 55.2-56.2 50 12,210,000

26.2 -27.2 95 12,210,000 56.2-57.2 65 12.210,000
27.2 -28.2 115 12,210,000
28.2 -29.2 125 12.210,000

29.2 -30.2 115 12.210.00a
30.2 -31.2 165 12,210,000
31.2 -32.2 120 12.210,000
32.2 -33.2 200 12.210.000
33.2) -34.2 215 12,216,000

Count" ser minute on an end-window gamna scintillatlon co( -ter at H * 77 hr.

the maximum difference in the ratio up to H + 200W hr (83 days) is about 6 per cent. Hence
the shape of the ion-chamber decay c!,,rve would be almost identical to the shape of the
roentgens per hour decay curve.

If calculated and observed decay curves become coincident at a latt.t tuite, it may be
possblt' to determine, by subtraction and curve resolution, some of the important radio-
nuclides that are missing in the fallcut samples at earlier times.
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3.5.3 Comparison of GITR and Incremental-collector Data for Shots Diablo and Sharta

Decay-correcting the GITR data to a giver time after detonatlon should result in a curve

with time after burst similar in shape to that for the accumulated activity from the incre-
mental collector !I• f the GITR readings are due mainly to radiations from fallout deposited
on the ground and (2) if the incremc-ntal collection& are a reasonably reliable representation
of the accumulation of fallout at the shelter duri-g the fallout period. U[, at any time, the

contribution o! airborne (falling) particles to the radiation intensity as measured by the GITR
is an appreciable fraction of the total, then the decay-corrected GITR data bhould lie above

the accumulated activity data for the incremental collector when the two art. normalized to
the same value at the cessation of fallout.

The decay-corrected GITR datb and incremental-collector data for shot Diablo adjrs,.ed

to 14.0 r/hr at I hr are shown in Fig 3.39. The rise of I(1),roertgens per hoý,r at 1 hr, for
the GITR between 3 and 6 min after burst is due to transit radiation from the approaching

++ ~particle cloud. The :;Ingle particle collected sonie time between 6.25 and 7.25 m in con- |

tributed about 10 per cent to the total activity in all the increments collected. The incre-

mental-collector data show that only about a dozen large particles were collected over the

whole fallout pericod; thus the small collectors (3 in. diameter) did not give a quantitative

measu-re of the rate of fallout arrival.
If the time of fallout cessation is defined as the time when 99 per cent had been de-

posited, the GITR data give a cessation time of 26.3 min, and the incremental-collector data

give 26.5 min. The same treatment of the data from the outside cyclic air-sampler data

gives a cessation time for 99 per cent collection of 27.9 min. This result is reasonable

since the cyclic air sampler collectt-d none of the large particles that contained most of the

activity and since the small particles, which did not contribute significantly to the GITR
readings or to the total count rate for the collcetor, continued to arrive at later times than
the large particles.

:f fallout arrival is defined as the time when 0.1 per cent of the fallout had arrived
(i.e., a measurable nmount), the arrival time from the incremental-collector data was 6.4

min. The GITR data cannot be used to determine an arrival time by this definition since

the transit radiaticn gave I(1)values that were greater than 0.1 per cent at the minimum. If
arrival time of 6.1 min is associated with the GITR data, then the defined fallout period was

20.2 min for that data and 20.4 min from the incremental-collector data.
The decay-corrected GITR data and the incremental-collector data for shot Shasta,

adjusted to 24.6 r/hr at 1 hr, are given in Fig. 3.40. In this case a single particle that con-

tributed about 10 per cent of the total activity colleted arrived between 9.25 ard 10.25 min

after burst, and, since additional large particles were collected in all intervals up to 16.25
min, all the early incremental-collector l(1) values are further above the GITR l(1) values

than they were for shot Diablo. The time of ceasation values, however, again are in good

agreement; the time for 99 per cent deposited is 23.8 min from the GITR data and 24.3 min

from the incremental-collector data. The depression in the difference curve between

H+ 16 and + 2u min for the GITR I(I) values is an indication of the presence of more radia-
tion contributing to the GITR reading than can be attributed to that from the deposited ma-

terial alone. Thus, at this time, a measurable amount of transit radiation was evidenced.

TThe fallout cessation time for the outside cyclic air sampler was about 69 mir. The large

difference in the cessation time between that for the "fallout" Inta and the "aerosol" data

indicates the presence of nmany more small particles a, riving for shot Shasta \2 miles from
GZ) than for shot Diablo (1 mile from GZ). The continuing arrival of small amounts of ac-

tivity is also shown by the incremental-collector data for shot Shasta (Table 3.32). but the

amounts are not large enough to make significant contributions to the cumulative sum.

Actually. failout never ceases in an absolute sense; extremely small particles from the shols
- will be falling over the world (including the shelter location) for many years ko come. The

above definitions of arrival and cessatioe time were made to bound the amount of fallout to
within 1.2 per cent of that which ts readily measured.

The time of arrival for 0.1 per cent on shMet Shasta from the GITR data is 11.2 min,
which gives a defined fallout intervai of 12.6 min. The arrival time from the incremental-

collector data is 9.9 min, giving a defined fallout interval of l4.4 min. The ninmunum in the
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GITR data occurred at about 6 rmin with value of 0.00034 r/hr at 1 hr; this is much
less than 0.1 per cent of the total at fallo' ation, and hence It was possible to obtain an
arrival time from the GITR dat

The relative amount of falirn•l collected up to a give;a fraction of the fallout interval is
given in Fig. 3.41. Althcugh tV a sampling was undoubtedly statistically poor, the curves
show, qualitativp!y, that, up to 0.,1 or 0.4 of the fallout interval, the fallout arrived at a more
rapid rate than it did toward the end of the period. On shot Shasta the shelter was nearer
the center, or hot line, of the fallout area than for shot Diablo. This may account for the
more rapid accumulation for shot Shasta during the firbt, half of the failout interval.

The relative decay-corrected GITR readin-as at fractior~q of the fallout interval are given
in Fig. 3.42. If the GITR readings inL'uded no cuntribution frow tr-nsit radiation and if the
inucremental-collector data accurateiy represented the accumulation of fallont at the shelter,
the curves in the two fii•-.es should be ldentiL 1 for the respective shots. Except for the
bump in the curve tor the GITR data from shut Shasta, the respective curves are qualitatively
similar. This similarity was used t.. !racu in the line on the curve for estimating the con-
tribution from the deposited fallout for shot Shasta. The difference curve (transit contribu-
tion) shows that the peak contribution from transito radiation between 0.5 and 0.6 of the fallout
interval for shot Shasta was abou, 10 per cent. On shot Diablo there ,1as little or no con-
tribution from transit radiation after about 0.3 of the fallout interval. On both shots the
curved portion of the plots from 0.U to 0.2 of the fallout interval indicates the detection of
some transit radiation owing to the approach of the failing particles. The incremental-
collector data do not show tny such curvature at the beginning of fallout. The discrepancy
between the two sets of curves (decay-corrected GITR vs. incremental collector) at the
times when the curves are the steepest is equivalent to about 0.14 to 0.18 of the falloUL in-
terval. This would be about a 3-min error for a 20-min fallout interval and larger than a
2-min error for a 13-min fallout interval. But, since the arrival and cessation times for
the two sets of data differed only by 0.3 and 0.2 min, respectively, for shot Diablo and 1.3
and 0.5 min, respectively, for shot Shasta, most of the error must have been due to the poor
sampling statistics of the incremental collector.

Smoothed values of the rate of fallout arrival (GITR data) as a function of the traction
of the fallout interval are plotted in Fig. 3.43. The rate curves show that the peak in the
rate of fallout occurred between 0.2 and 0.3 ol the fallout interval for shot Diablo; ir. real
time this would be between H + 10.2 and H + 12.2 min. For shot St ista the peak rate occurred
between 0.35 and 0.45 of the ,idlout interval; in real time this wu-,.d be between d + 15.7 and
H+ 16.9 min. Since the yields and heights of detonation of the two shots were essentially
equal, the differonce in the two rate-of-fallout curves must be due mainly to the difference
in the distance if the shelter from shot point and in the relative location of the shelter in
the fallout area. For shot Diablo (shelter at I -"'-- from GZ and on the edge af the fallout
area), the rate c.rve is unsymmetrical, and the peak rate occurred early in the fallout inter-
val. For shot bhasta (shelter 9.t ? miles from GZ and on the hot line of the fallout area), the

rate curve is nearly s~arme•-Ical, and the peak raWe occu,'red nearer 0.5 of t .,',"ut inter-

val than for shut Diablo. The height of the peak is probably associated with the lateral dis-

tance of the location relative to the hot line (center of path oi fallout) through the fallout
area. The shape ul the rate-of-arrival curve anJ relative position of the peak rate are

probably associated with the distance of tht location from GZ. If the trends shown by the

two curves ;re general, then it might be eWp,'cted that the peak in the rate of arrival would

shift toward 0.5 uw ýhe interval at the distance crr,'sponding to the area of maximum amount

of fallout i.e.. location at w,.hich highest value of l(1lotcursj. which is alwayr located some

distance from GZ, and for greater distances the peak would renmaln at 0.5 of the interval.

Also, the shape 1 the rate curve would become symmetrical about the peak rate (approxi-
mately normally distribut-d about 0.5) at this distance. It is also iikely that the peak rate
itseiz would be a maximum at the location of t!.e maximum value of I(1iand would decrea9*

.ith distaice beyorm' this location. The data presented here, of course, are insufficient to
verify these interOaetations of the trends suggested by the two rate-of-fallout curves.
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3.o INITIAL MONITORING FROM SHELTER, SHOT DIABLO

Because of Lhe hiK4; intensities resulting from shot Diablo, initial monitoring from the
shelter was delayed until 7 hr after burst. Measurements were made at Areas I and 3 (Fig.
2.1); telemeter data showed that the reading on Area 3 was 6 r/hr. The gradient was very
flat, the lowest reading being 5 r/hr and the highest reading 7 r/hr. The single-polnt reading
was sufficient for decision purposes at the shelter. The single-point reading in Area 1 at
H + 7 hr was 3 r/hr. The gradient was also flat; the single-point reading was a sufficient
measure of the situation.

TABLE 3.33--DATA TAKEN FOR PROOF OF TEST METHODS*

Height of reading, Center, mr/hr Two paces, mr/hr

ft North East South West North East South West

Uncleared Area

3 280 270 290 290 280 280 290 290
2 280 290 310 310 zw 300 310 310
1 300 300 310 310 290 ")o 320 320

After Clearing 40- by 40-ft Area

3 100 90 100 100 110 120 100 130
2 80 80 90 90 100 100 90 120
1 70 70 80 80 80 80 70 110

After Clea. r- 60- by 60-ft Area

3 80 80 80 80 90 100 100 8C
2 70 70 70 70 80 90 80 ')
1 60 60 60 60 70 70 70 50

After Cleqiring 100- by 100-ft Area

3 60 60 60 70 70 80 70 60
2 60 60 60 60 60 70 60 50
1 60 50 50 50 60 60 60 50

*Data tken on D + 2 day.

3.7 STAGING-AREA RECLAMATION AND TEST METHODS, SHOT DIABLO

The center area, Area 1, was selected for phase II operations. Because of the high i,-
tensity resulting from shot Diablo, these operations were conducted on D+2 day, when the
intensity in the are? was about 300 mr/hr. The residual number in the center of the area
after one complete pass of the equipment was about 0.16. A second pass over the central
100- by 100-ft area reduced the residual number to 0.11. Working conditions for the second
pass were very poor; large numbers of rocks were turned up by the grader. Further at-
tempts to lower the residual number by locating spills with AN/PDR-27C instruments and
by removing the splls with a front-end loader and dump truck were unsuccessful.

Results of the proof test of the reclamation test methods are given in Tables 3.33 and
3.34. Table 3.33 gives the actual readings made near the center of the area during the
process of successive enlargement of the square. Table 3.34 gives the resulting ratios ob-
tained from these readings. These data aye plotted in Fig. 3.44 according to the vertical
method uf predicting residual number. The measured value for the 500- by 500-ft area teAs
beeli h..troduced as the criterion of successful prediction.* Figure 3.45 gives the result of

*it was estimated in Sec. 3.5.1 that about 99 per cent of the initial reading was cot -

tri,,tted by sources within 250 ft of the detector.
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applying the 1lorzontal method of prediction. The measured value for the 500- by 5Z)0-ft
area has been introduced as a criterion of successful prediction.

Data were obtained on the doses received by the grader anid scraper operators following
the operation. The dose measured on self-reading dosimeters over an operating period of
approximately 3 hr was 175 mr. The equivalent free-field dose during this period was 820
mr. The,-eforc- the residual number for this operation (because of equipment shielding and
the effect of the reclaimed part of the area) was 0.21.

3.8 ALTERNATE BUFFER-ZONE TECHNIQUE, SHOT DIABLO

The test of a barrier as a substttute for a buffer zone was first accomplished in Area 3
on D+4 day. A barrier having an average. height of 3 ft was constructed around a 100- by
100-ft cleared area. Results are given in Table 3.35. The r sidual number achieved by a

TABLE 3.34--RATIOS FOR PROO<F OF TEST METHODS*

Height of Center Tw ~cs-Grand
reading, ft average North East Souith West average

40-ft Clearintr

3 0.345 0.393 0.429 0.448 0. 34 5 0.3V2
(0.655) (0.607) (0.571) (0.552) (0.655) (0.608)

2 0.286 0.345 0.333 0.387 0.240 0.329
(0.714) (0.655) (0.667) (0.613) (0.710) (0.671)

1 0.246 0.276 0.267 0.344 0.219 0.270
(0.754) (0.724) (0.733) (0.658) (0.781) (0.730)

60-ft Clearin~g

3 (r.2bJ 0.322 0.357 0.345 C1276 0.316
(0.717) (0.678) (0.643) (0.655) (0.724) (0.684)

2 0.235 0.276 0.300 0.258 0.226 0.259
(0.765) (0.724) (0.700) (0.742) (0.774) (0.741)

1 0.197 0.242 0.234 0.218 0.156 G.208
(0.803) (0.758) (0.766) (0.782) (0.844) (0.792)

140-ft Clearing

3 0.221 0 250 0.286 0.241 0.207 0.242
(0.779) (0.750) (0.714) (0.759) (0.793) (0.758)

2 0.202 0.207 0.234 0.194 0.162 0.200
(0.798) (0.793) (0.766) (0.806) (0.838) (0.8001

1 0.172 0.207 0.200 0.188 0.156 0.194
(0.828) (0.793) (0.800) (0.812) O0.844) (0.810)

Final 500-ft Clearing (Z. Reading)

Actual
rem dinj.
mr 44 s0 35 60 40 45.2

Ratio, RM 0.156 0.176 0.123 0.210 0.140 0.159

*Value&~ In parentheses are 1 - (Rt/R,).

SO0- by 500-f1' cleared area (from Table 3.34) is alao given. 1". results indicate that the
3-ft barrier is as effective as a 200-ft-wide buifer .. z.The barrier required 1.3 hý' of
work by a D-8 bulldozer; therefore Zhe rate of o,'xration was approximately 300 linear fret
of barrier per equipment-hour.
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TABLE 3.35-BARRIER TEST DATA, SHOT DIABLO*

Center T v) paces

North East South West Av. North Eaut South West Av.

Uncleared area 230 240 240 240 237.5 230 230 240 250 237.5
100-ft area 50 50 60 60 55 60 50 60 60 57.5
After barrier 44 45 32 32 38 44 40 j0 38 38

Residual number
without barrier 0.22 0.21 0.25 0.25 0.23 0.26 0.22 0.25 0.24 0.24

Residual number
with barrier 0.19 0.19 0.13 0.13 0.16 0.19 0.17 0.12 0.15 0.16

Residual number
in 500-ft area 0.156 0.162

(see Table 3.34)

*Readings were taken at a height of 3 ft.

On D + 7 a barrier approximately 4 ft high was constructed around a square 300 ft on a
side in the center of the 500- by 500-ft cleared area in Area 1. The residual number

achieved by this effort has been introduced into Fig. 3.44. The effectivenes- of the barrier

appeared to be equivalent to a cleared area of infinite extent.
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Chapter 4

DISCUSSION

The complete experimental plan for the project was carried out on shot Dlablo. Measure-
irentn covering all project objectives were made, and all project objectives were met, except
two: (1) the aerosol sampling data, together with the fallout conditions from the two shots, were
not sufficient to allow a generalized conclusion to be derived about air filtration requirements
in shelters and (2) the requirpment for a staging-area residual number of 0.01 was not fulfiwled
by the reclamation procedure on Nevada Test Site soil. These exceptions are further notee in
the following sections. Owing to the lengthy delay in detonating tihot Sha-ta, only partial partici-
pation by the project was possible; on tnhi shot some of the operational measurements and most
of the technical measurements were made. The results obtained were in good aga cerment with
the measurements taken on shot Diablo. The results from #he data are discussed in the follow-
Ing sections.

4.1 OPERATIONAL MONITOR SYSTEM

The dosimeter-tube procedure was effective in providing information on the course of the
radiological event outside the shelter, despite the exaggerated readings introduced Vy the film-

badge cup at the top of the tube (Sec. 3.2). There are some anomalies in the data for the forward
tube on shot Diablo; a constant inter sity was measured for nearly 15 min at the peak, and there
was wild oscillation in the measurez-ents at about 45 min after burst. Even these data would
have provided necessary radiologica.' infocmatk,n. Data for the after tube were much more
%table and closely approximate the G'.TR information, except for absolute level for both shots.

Several additional pieces of operational data were obtained from the dosimeter tubes. No
significant problem was encountered concerning the contaminatirmn of the dosimeter; industrial
wiping tissue was used to cletn the kosimeter before reading. The 200-mr dosimeters were
quickly overtaxed as the intensity increased, forcing a shift to the 5- r dosimeter. Experience
prcved that an operational dosimeter tube would require a number of dosimeters covering the
possible range of intensities to be encountered.

Ccnverting the measured intensity to standard intensities by means of an assumed decay
curve proved to be an effective way of determining fallout cessation. The fact that the actual
decay was somewhat faster #.an the assumed decay during the first hour (Fig. 3.28) catised a
peak in the standard intensity plot at fallout cessation (Fig. 3.3).

4.2 INGRES OF CONTAMINATED AIR

If one assumes that the M6 collective protectve filter is an absolute filter, then no sig-
nificant huard Oje to 'iaLaation or to gamma radiation would have 'esulted i., the shelter on
either shot Diablo or sWot SUasta with an intake ventilation flow rate of 300 or 600 cu ft min.

On shot Diablo, where there was a blow-in of the wall separating the generator room from the
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plenum chamber, the Pcrta-Vac sampler at the shelter door, with a flow rate o1 800 cu ft/miln,
collected about twice as much activity as the outside Porta-Vac sampler. This could have been
caused by the large air flov rate down the chamber, which would have accelerated particles
toward the shelter door from greater distances away than the sampling velocity of the Porta-Vac
alone would have. Many of the smaller particlea, of course, were lost from the plenum cham-
ber into the generate- exhaust stack since they would make the turn into the generator room
more easily than the larger particles. On shot Shasta the shelter-door sampler, with a flow

rate of 300 cu ft/min, collected about 0.7 of the activity of the outside Porta-Vac sampler. The
two ratios show qualitatively the effect of flow rate on the fraction of aerosol that would be
available at the shelter door. Here, of course, the particle s:zes that are Included in the term
'aerosol" arc defined as those collected by the Porta-Vac sampler.

The relative fraction of the total activity in the aerosol for the two shots can be estimated
from the totals collected outside the shelter and the standard intmasltiea. On shot Diablo, whe -e

the shelter was I mi'e from GZ, the total aerosol collected was 5.1 x 10' fissions/(r/hr) at 1 hr.
On shot Shasta, where the shelter was 2 miles from GZ, the toWl aerosol collected was 4.8 Y•
1010 fissions/(r/hr) at 1 hr. Thus, for shot Shasta, the collectable aerosol was 10 timem the
fraction on shot Diablo. The two ratios show the effect of distat-'e frnom %Z nn the fraction of
available aerosols (or fraction of activity arriving in small particles). If 0.1 per cent of the
total activity were carried by the small particles at 1 mile from GZ, then 1.0 per cent of the
total would be carried by the same sizes at 2 miles. For surface and underground detonations
of the same yield, the fraction of the total in the small particles would be higher at both loca-
tions, probably more like 1.0 per cent at 1 mile and 10 per cent at 2 miles.

The maximurm size of fallout particles that passed the ventilation system intake (plenum
chamber plus hooded vent) was about 120 p in diameter an shot Diablo and about 80 AL in diameter
on shot Shasta. The maximum size, as well as the total number of particles collected, is thus
affected by the intake flow rate. At 300 cu ft/min the intake flow rate in the chamber was 15 ft/
min in the entrance tunnel. Since the tunnel was 30 ft long arid 8 ft high, all particles falling
faster than 4 ft/min (about 25 ti) should have settled out in the tunnel if gravity fall only oc-
curred. Since the maximum size particles were larger for shot Shasta, there must have been
considerable turbulence in the entrance tunnel, perhaps due, in large part, to the exposed 12-
by 2-in. studs along the tunnel walls and ceiling. However, the fact that the abelter-door sam-
pler collected C. 7 of the amount collected by the outside -.*mpler shows that the concentration
of the larger particles was reduced in the air passing through the entrance tunnel. The effect
of the hooded vent on discriminating against the larger particles in the aerosol cannot be clearly
shown because the M6 intake sampler was pulling air against the M6 collective protector.

The important factors ir, determining the amount of contaminated air are the design of the
air entrance path. the flow rate of the air, the particle-size distribution of the fallout (and ac-
tivity dlstribuLuo :r.'. the particles), the outside air concentration, and the time after deto-
nation when fallout occurs. At a given distance downwind from GZ, the mean particle size
should increase with yield and wind speed; for a given yield and wind speed, the mean particle
size should decrease with dis:ance from GZ. The outside air concentration should Increase
with the standard intensity but should decrease with the duration ot the fallout period (i.e., with
decreasing wind speed and increasing yield). The activity in the aerosol. of course, decreases
rapidly at early times after detonation; thus the radiation dose decreases with distance fromv
GZ and with a decreasing wind speed. The Interaction of all these ,arameters are too compli-
cated or too little known to be given simple tr.atment for making estimates of the ingress Into
structoires in a variety of contaminating situations. It may be noted that some of the parameters
have opposite effects on different important factors. This should tend to limit the range of poe-
sibe aerosol hazards; therefore the results of the data reported In Chap. 3 may have more
general application than presently considered.

4.3 EFFECTS OF OPEN.!NGS ON SHIELDING

Both the dose and dose-rate data on shot Diablo gave residual numbers for (be shllier of
lesa than the required value' of 0.001. Dose-rate data an shot Shasta also gave residual num-
bers less than 0.001. In many locations in the shelter, resi•#%ut numbers les. than 0.0001 were
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observed. Thp center ventilator, which was a mock-up of a combination exhaust ventilator and
escape hatch, was satisfactory Zrom a radiological point of view. The periscope opening also
was satisfactory. The major source of radiation in the shelter was shine from the outside ramp
down the entrance tunnel. Ore 90° bend !n the tunnel would reduce this contribution to an ac-
ceptaole level.

4.4 SUPPORTING TECHNICAL STUDIES

The technical data, including film-badge measurements, GITR measurements, 41 ioniza-
tion chamber decay measurements, spectral measurements, and others, were introduced 'I the
report as they were used to interpret and evaluate the o ierational data. The several methods
used to determine the time of fallout arrival agreed well on both shots. The GITR data gen-
erally g-4ve low values of the ionization rate by almost a factor of" 2; ths was probably due to
the shielding of one detector by others, to excessive shielding around the detectors, and to cali-
bratiUon methods. The two 4v1 or. chuamber decay curves were star ted earlier than any reported
in the literature to date, The data showeC that the radioactive composition of the fallout from
shots Diablo and Shasta was the same. Since the 41 ionization chamber decay curve has, to
within 6 per cent, the same shape as that for the AN/PDR-39(TIB) for extended radiation-field
measurements, the decay data on the samples will be continued beyond this reporting to deter-
mine whether the observed and calculated decay curves join at some later time.

4.5 "TITAL MONITORING FROM SHELTER

The fallout radiation field resulting from shot Diablo was very uniform. Consequently, the
single-point measurements in the center of the areas were adequate indicators of the radio-
logical situation in the general region. No significant additional information was provided by
either the cerner measurements or the detailed survey. Since the fallout field was similar to
that expected in most of the region contaminated by large-yield nuclear weapons, it would ap-
pear that single-point measurements obtained from within shelters or by early monitoring
missions provide at, adequate basis for decisions with respect to operational recovery.

4.6 STAGING-AREA RECLAMATION

The aitempt to achieve a residual number of 0.01 i.. a cleared area was unsuccessful.
However, the soil conditions in the test area were extremaely unfavorable. A 3-in. layer of
clean fill had to be introduced o establish the conditions for a single pass of the scraping
equipment. Since the desired residual number was kncwn to requir- multiple passes of the
equipmert, serious difficulties were anticipated for thir objective when the areas were ini-
tially laid out. This experiment must be rescheduled under other scll and terrain conditions
before the range of feasibility can be evaluated.

The operational-dose data gave a residual number of approximately 0.2 for the equipment
operators. This is considerably better than the value of 0.5 rurrently used in planning for
operational recovery,2 There appeared to be little variation in protection afforded by the varn-
our. types of land reclamation equipment.

4,7 RECLAMATION TEST METHODS

With meth4A& of predicting the P'fectiveness of reclamation methods on the basis of use
in a smai: test area performed well hi this test. The vvrtc•Ic method gave a good prediction
in the 60- by 60-ft and 100- by 100-ft areas. The overestimate of residual number for tbe
40- by 40-ft area was arge'y due to spills at the edge of the area where the graders lifted
blades. The pass that increased the clearsd area to 50 by 60 !, removed this source oa ra-
diation. Although both me'hods gave good eut'Imates, th* vertical method appears preferable
since less reclamation effort is required to get a result. The 3ver-all tespt requires less time
and therefor- exposes the toost rrew to a smaller dose thAn t;,e horivonial method.
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The results indicate that, for hth methods, an accurate prediction can be obtained only Uf
the ratios are based on the averrege of many readings around the center of the test area. Plots
of ratios based on individual readings are relatively unreliable.

4.8 ALTERNATE BUFFER-ZONE TECHNIQUE

Two tests were made of the barrier technique. Both indicated that a barrier 3 to 4 ft high
would effectively reduce the contribution of radiation from outside a reclaimed area to a neg-
ligible amount. A rate of about 300 linear feet per equipment,-hour was observed. The same
length oi buffer zone 200 ft wide would require approximately 2 equipment-hours of plowing.
Scraping Is even slo*er. Thus the barrier appears to be about twilce as fast as the fastest
buffer-zone technique. It would be desirable to determine the effect of barriers of other heights
than those tested as well as more detailed measurements of the radiation field over the cleared
area inside a barrier in order to develop an optimum procedure. For example, barriers along
access routes may need to b 4uite high to shield vehicle occupants properly.
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USNRDL-TR-1I2, Feb, 13, 1957.
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Chapter 5

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions are offered as a result of the analysis of the data obtainer, from
the measurements taken on shots Diablo and Shasta:

1. The standard Navy ammunition storage magazine (Armco Multi-plate structure), buried
so as to provide a minimum thickness of 3 ft of earth cover over the crown and provided with
all necessary openings for entrances, ventilation, and control purpmes, offers a high degree oi
radiological protection. An average residual number of about 0.0001 was observed.

2. A 2-ft-diameter straight exhaust ventilator that can be designed as an escape hatch is
radiologically acceptable.

3. A simple device consisting of a 1-in. pipe projecting through the shelter roof and fitted
with a rod carrying a self-reading dosimeter will provide the shelter commander with all nec-
essary radiolo(,fctl information for decision purposes within the shelter.

4. On shots Diablo and ShastA there was no need for filtration of the shelter air supply.
However, the data were not sufficient to establish a generalized conclusion with respect to tWs
reqv irement.

5. Both the vertical and horizontal methods of pree-dctipg reclamation effectiveness give
sati*'factory predictions in small test areas (less than 100 by 100 ft) under field condittons
using land reclamation equipment.

6. An earth barrier 3 to 4 ft high is a satisfactory substitute for a buffer zone and can be
created with half the effort required for the fastest buffer-zone method.

7. Single-point monitoring gives adequate radiological information in radiation fields that
are relatively uniform for making general decisions regarding shelter stay-ttme, suitable stag-
ing areas, and selection of plans for reclaiming vital facilities.

6. The feasibility of obtaining a residual number of 0.01 in a cleared area by means of
multiple passes with land reclamation equipment has not been established.
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Appendix A

DESIGN DETAILS OF RADIOLOGICAL SHELTER
AND ASSOCIATED EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT
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Appendix B

INSTRUMENTATION

B.1 INTERIOR SURVEY EQUIPMENT

Gamma-radiation surveys were carried out inside the shelter using seven AN/PDR-27C
low-range survey instruments. Since it was possible that the interier intensities might be too
low to provide reasonable rate-meter indication, the output of these instruments was connected
to a Heiland oscillographic recorder. Each G-M tube pulse appea-s on the recorder trace.
Very low radiation ;u-els ran be accurately resolved by a pulse-counting technique. In addition,
the recorder traces provide a check on the accuracy with which the instruments were read by
the operators. Details of the system are given in Fig. BA.

B.2 FIXED SURVEY-INSTRUMENT SYSTEM

Five low-range survey instruments (AN/PDR-27C) were placed in the shelter at the lo-
cations shown in Fig. B.2. The indication on each instrument was recorded, providir~g a con-
tinuous measure of the radiation intensity throughout the shelter. Only one of the five instru-
ments was continuously connected to a Brown recorder. The other four were intermittently
connected to a second Brown recorder by a manually operated selector switch. An operator
was required to switch the output of the instruments, in sequence, to the second recorder and
to periodically adjust the range switches of all instruments. System detai:? ai' shown in Fig.
B. 2.

B.3 DIRECTIONAL GAMMA APPARATUS

Instrumentation used to determine directional propertites of gamma-radiation fluxes in-
side and outside consisted of a 1- by 1-in. cylindrical sodluhn iodide crystal enclosed with an
asbociated photomultiplier tube in an elliptical lead collimator. This assembly was mounted
on a rubber-tired metal dolly at a height of I meter above the surface. The apparatus wa,%
constr!-c',d sn that the lead collimator could be rotated through a complete circle.

The output of the crysta'.-photomultiplier combination, in the form of electrical pulses,
was u.led to drive both ratu-meter ard pulse-counting circuits, a, shown: I.. Fig. B.3. The out-
put of the logarithmic rate-meter circuit was recorded on an Esterline-Angus chart during the
first 10 min after burst. At later times when directional measitrements were being made,
counts were accumulated during 10-sec runs by a Berkeley Digital Scanner, which made a
permanent record on printed tape.

The angular resolution ef the system, as determined with a radium source, Is shown In
Fig. B.4.
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B.4 SINGLE-CHANNEL PULSE-HEIGHT ANALYZER

Gamma spectra of fallout samples were obtained with an automatic step-scanning single-
channel analyzer. Samples were prepared as point sources and placed in a 4-in, lead collima-
tor with a %..in. hole. The distance from sample to the detector was maintained at 49 cmn. The
detector assembly consisted of a 3-in.-dlameter cylinder of NaI(TI) and photumultipller
(Dumont 6363). This was shielded by an iron-brick cave. The single-channel analyzer was a
USNRDL model 1, operated with a 5-volt window through a span of 100 volts. Data vire re*-
corded with a Berkeley Digital Scanner and were printed on tape. The equlpmcnt is ahown in
Fig. B.5.

B.5 USNRDL 4w ION CHAMBER

The USNRDL 4U ionization chamber is a high-pressure argon-gas chamber operated at
60 pelg. The Ion current is collected on a •creen inside the chamber and is measured by use
of an electronic electrometer. The current is read on a sensitive ammeter and is recorded
through an amplifier by an Esterline-Angus recorder. Fallout particles, which were received
in the sample-room collector, were Iransferred to l'/4 -in.-diamet,.r Lusterold test tubes; the
Ionization current was measured by inserting the test tube into a cylindrical well extending
into the chamber from the top. Tne sample, when placed at the bottom of the well, is located
at the center of the chamber. Decay data can be obtained either by taking measurements from
time to time or by leaving the sample in place and recordirg the ion current on the recorder.
The equlpmeut is shown in Fig. B.O.
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Appendix C

EVENT SCHEDULES

TABLE C.A -SHOT DIABLO, PROJECT 32.3 EVENT SCHEDULE

Time relative Time relative
to shot time to fallout event Action Per. o*nel

D-1 day Gas jeeps and deliver to CP Unruh, Jamison, Thrall,
Trolenberg, Phillips

Refuel saelter generator Nuckolls
H -8 hr Leave Milercury for CP in carryall All peraonnel

and eedan
14- hr Arrive CP area; dress out at All personnel

Rad-Safe.
H-6'/1 hr Man Jeeps; clear check station foe" All personnel

station 2-32.3-8003
H-6 hr Arrive at station 2-32.3-8003 All pliruonel

Start generator Nuckolle
Report station nmnned to CP Strcpe
Communicatlon check: check ra.n Sw~rd, Unru Phillips,

link to CP. Monitors move by jeep Lee. Jamiwn
tc reclamatlon areas 2 and 3:
check portable radio net

Check all Instrumentation and shelter Mil!er, Work, Nuckolls.

equipment Brown, Laurino, Giboney
Place jeeps in revotment, cover and Unrub, Phillips. Jamison.

tie down Lue
Report completion of check t, CP Strupe

H -2 hr Z;-,tton up entrance; no personnel to La..rino
leave shelter until called for in
event schedule after H-hour

Report status to CP Strop-
Star, GITR Miller

1 - 30 minm Stop venttlaton, close intake vents Hrowni. 01boney
Close exhaust vents (a) Center vost: Laorino.

Pwilipp
N) Rear wft: Thaia.

Trolenber8

Roau& per•joope. t1*,#k •simlter St r-wp

Chargt Jou•meer, Jauinon. LA*
Dress out Uarua. Phtillips. Jamisoe.

L&e. Laurtao. SawtJ•.
a4bomeT. Woft

H - : min Keport comp*4Uoa of *"Ker rlosurs 1rap
to CP. reqwis fallaut prodictio
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TABLE C.A - (Continued)

Time relative Time relative
to shot time to fallout event Action Personnel

H-5 min All personnel assume shot-time All personnel
position: sitting position on center
line at rear of shelter, observe
audible count-tiw

H hour Obeerve survey meters for initial ikll personnel

gamma pulse

Start timing watches Strope, Sword

Start count-up Strope
H+ 15 sec Check condition of shelter and Strope, Miller

personiel
Raise ladder, open periscope, then Trolenberg. LaSpada

open rear vent
Open vent intakes, start on6 A6 Brown, Giboney
Run tip periscope, check condition Strope

of superstructure and vehicles

Switch count.-down Sword
Man sample room Nuckolls

I min Report -ibelter condition to CP Strnwe
H 1/2 min Oven up center exhaust vent Laurino, Phillips

Man Brown recorders LaSpada
H + 2 min Run film badges up dosimeter tubes Thrall, Trolenberg

Run film badges up center vent Laurino, Phillips
Read all self-reading dosimeters; Lee. Unruh

charge backgroouri dosimeters and

place in measurement locaticns
H + 3 min Begin I(a) routine on forward dosime- Thrall

ter tube, using 6-mia cycle
H + 4 mrin Replace dostiaeters Lee, Unruh
H + 5 min Start second M6 Giboney
H+ 6 min Start 1(a) routine on after dosimeter Trolerberg

tube, using 6-min cycle

h + 6 mrin (est.) Approach of Stirt aerosol sampling Brown, Giboney
falliut Openi fallout collectors. start Mill'r. Laurino

incremental samplers
Begin directional gamma Work, Jamison
Begin absorption me.-sureinenta Unruji, Philpe

H + to Fallout Report ,a'lout arrival to CP Strope

H * 10 min (est.? arrival
H + 15 m~n Equipment operators, with Rad Covey

Safe monitor, le~w, C11 for

equipmt nt hocatV'n
H * 21) min (st.i Peak Repok -:eak Intensity to ('1P Srpe

itrensity
4 - 2t, ,t. n Helicopter makes samile pickup and

returns to CP
H. 23o min Prepare fur l(c) arvey Unruh. Phillips, Jamiwn.

Lev, L~Aurtno, WAork 1

Terminake directionaal wrk Work, Jamison
Terminate ,orrptlon meauuremfntu, Unruh. 'hillitps

H Zo rmin a" te " allut ••.eiminate at..'0l! sampling Brown. GitNne

csstlun Mu: off exteritir artrol samples Milkr
Commenc•0 ltc survey routine Lirrtao. Unruh. Phiillips.

Jams~ton. IA-v. Brown.
'Aork G0inom•y

,epor-t fallout ce~sation time and sBrrq.
co,,•ttatt. o•f stAr.dard intensity
tG; (C
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TABLE C.A- (Continued)

Time relative Time relative
to shot time to fallout event Act-on Personnel

H + 30 min Equipment operators arrive at
equipment; start engines

H * 36 min Make initial Phase U decision based Strops, Miller, Sword
on standard intensity at she!ter;
request available fallout infor-
mation from CP if shielter situation

is unsatisfactory
H + 40 min (est.) Intensity less Advise CP of Phai'c II situation; Strope

than I r/hr request permission to execute
H + 45 min (eat.) Terminate shelter survey

Two 2-man monitor teams man Unruh, Phillips.
jeeps and execute survey of Jamison, Lee
reclamation areas 2 and 3

Start exterior measurements Laurino, Brown, Giboney,
Work

itetrieve exterior air samples Browu, Giboney

H + 5t min Receive first key-point measure- Strops, Miller, Sword
ments from mouitors; select
area most suitable or cancel
Phase II; advise equipment
crew and CP

H + 55 rain (est.) Receive second key-point Strope, Viiler, Sword
measurements from monitors;

make final decision on Phase If;

advise cquipment crew and CP
Phase II monitors move to selected Unruh, Philips, Thrall,

area Lee, Trolenberg, Giboney
H 1 hr (,tstJ Begin Phase II operations; monitor See second entry in preceding

area and record data item (plus equipment operators)
Close fallout trays; terminate Mi!er

incremental samplers

Set up Rad-Safe and dorimeter charge Brown
point at shelter entrance

Read all dosimeters Work, Jamison, Laurino
H +I !hr 10 min Grade and scrape 40- by 40-ft area;

move spoil 50LI ft fr)m area
K1 1 hr 25 min Monitor 40- by 40-ft area
H I hr 35 min Grade and scrape 60- by 6o-ft area
H + I hr 55 min Monitor 60- by 60-ft area
H 2 hr 5 min Grade and scrape 100- by 100-ft area
H+ 2 hr 35 min Monitor to0- by luo-ft area
II' 2 hr 45 min Plow around 100- by 100-ft area to

5vo-ft perimeter
H '4 hr 45 mln Monitor 500- by 50o-ft area
H - 4 hi 45 min trade and scrape I0o- by 100-ft area

second tLIC
H • 5 hr 25 mrin Monitor 100- by 100-ft area
H 5 hr 3,) min lFuriher clearing of 100- by 100-ft

area by front-end toader end dump
truck

H - 4 hr 45 n-in Final monitoring of area
li ' 5 hi 55 min Test oompietu'd
H - 1- hr (rat.I Close down shelter; man jeeps; return All perwwawl

to C1' Rad-84e area, process
throuSt chanp station, return to .
Merrury in ea-ryali and sedan
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TABLE C.2--SHOT KEPLER. PROJECT 32.3 EVENT SCHEDULE

Time relative Time relative
to shot time to fallout event Action Personnel

D-I day Refael shelter generator Nuckoils
H-60/2 hr Leave Mercury for CP in All personnel

carryall and sedan

H-6 1r Arrive CP area; dress out at Ali personnel
Rad-Safe

H .-5'/, hr Man jeeps; cOLar check station for Ali personnel
station 2-32.3-8003

H-5 hr Arrive at station 2-352.3 8003 All personnel
St.rt ger.erator Nuckolls
Report station manned to CP Stiope
Communication check: check radio Sword, Unruh

link to CP
Check all instrumentatior. and shelter Miller, Work, Nuckolls,

equipment Brown, La4rino, Harris
Place jeeps in revetment; cover and Unruh, Jamison, Lee.

tie down. Osborne
Report cowpletion of check to CP Strope

H-2 i Button up entrance; no persornnel to Laurino
leave shelter until ca!led for in
event schedule after P bour

Report status to CP Strope
Start GITR Miller

H-30 min Stop ventilation, close intakR vents Brown. Harris
Close exhaust vents (a) Center vent: Lau ino,

Osborne; (b) Rear vent:
Thrall, Home

Houce periscope; check dosimeter Strope
rods

Charge dosimeters Jamison, Lee
H-25 min Report completion of sheltt r :Iotzurt. Strope

to CP; request fallout prediction
H-5 min All personnel assume shot-time All personnel

position: sitting position on center
line at rear of shelter; observe
audible count-down

H hour Observe survey meters for initial All personnel
gamma pulae

Start timing watches Strope, Sword
Start COUnt-L;: Strope

H 15 sec Check condition of shelter and Strope. Miller
personnel

Raise ladder, open Wriscope, then Home, Covey
rear vent

Open Vent intakes, start ore M6 Brow,. Hat ris
Run vp periscope. check condition Strol.'

of superstructurt .nd vehicles

Switch count -down Swo)rd
Man sample room Nuckolls. MactX'nald

d I mm Report shelter condition to C11 Str)'i
H " It 1rain iOpen center exhAust vent LAuriran. ostorn-
H • 2 mrin Run ftm.l I..adge up centi.o vent Lauc'no, OoNtorne

Read all wli-readmng dosimeters Let., Un.'uh.
Charge background dositmeters Sc-tuert. Aniorson
and place in meauluretnent
locatioms

Man Brown recortdr Covey
H. 3 min begin I(a) routine on forward do- Thrli

*imeter tutw, using 6 -nnmn c)chl
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TABLE C.2 - (Continued)

Time relative Time relative
tc shot time to fallout event Action Personnel

H 4 rain Replace dosimeters Lee, Unruh, 8chuert,
Anderson

H ý 6 min Start 1(a) routine or, after dosimeter Home
tube, using 6-win cycle

H + 8 min (est.) Approach of Start aerosol sampling B )wn, Harris
fallout Open fallout collectors; start Laurino, Miller

incremental samplers
begin absorption measurments Unruh, Osborne

H +8 to Fallout Report fallout arrival to CP Strope
H 10 min (est.) arrival

H + 20 mLn (est.) Peak Report peak Intensity to CP Strope
intensity

H + 25 min Prepare for l(c) laurvey Unruh, Osborne, Jamison,
Lee, Laurino, Work

Terminate absorption measurements Unruh, Osborne
11 + 30 miin (est.) Fallout Terminate aerosol sampling Brown, Harris

cessation Shut off exterior aerosol samplers Miller
Commence l(c) survey routine Laurino, Unruh, Osborne.

Jamison, Lee, Brown,
Work, Hai ris

Report fallout cessation time and Strope
estimate of standard intensity to
CP

H + 45 min (est.) Terminate shelter survey
Start exterior meanezrements Laurino, Brown, Work,

Harris
Retrieve exterior air samples Brown, Harris

H - 1 hr (est.) Start 1!rectional gamma measure- Work Jamison
mrnts vn shelter roof

Close fallout trays; terminate Miller
incremental sampling

Set up Rad-Safe mid dosimeter charge Brown
point at shelter entrance

Read all dosimeters Work, Jamison, Laurino
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TABLE C.3-4iHOT SHASTA, PROJECT 32.3 EVENT SCHEDULE

Time relative Time relative
to shot time to fallout event Action Personnel

D-1 day Refuel generator Nuckolls
H -2 hr Leave Mlercury for station All personnel

2-32.3-8003 In two jeeps
H-i1/' hr Arrive ai station 2-32.3-6003 All perronnel

Start generator Nuckollis
Report station manned to CP Miller
Check all instrumentation Miller, Covey, Nuckolls,

Sively, Johnson
Secuare jeeps in revetment Cc rey, Sively

SH-1 hr Close entrance Miller
Report status to CP MNUler

H- 30 min StoD venti s-tic, iluse intake All personnel

and exhaust vents
H-5 min Assume shot-time position in All personnel

rear of shelter
H hour Observe survey meters for initial All personnel

gamma pulse
H + 30 sec Check condition of shelter Miiler. Covey

Open exhaust vents Covey, Sively
Open vent intake and start M6 Jo.hnson
Man eample room Nuckolls

H + 1 win Rejoit a.lm•ter condition to CP Miller
H+ ain Op,-,n sample collectors Miller

H 4 6 min Start incremental collectors Miller
H + 8 min Start aerosol sampling Covey, Sively
H + 10 to Fallout arrival Report fallout arrival to CP Miller

H + 15 min (est.)
H + 15 to Peak intensity Report peak intensity to CP M'ller

H + 20 min (eat.)
H + 45 to Fallout cessation Report fallout cessation to CP Miller

H+ 60 min (est.) Terminate ae, osoi sampling Covey, Sively, Johnson
Close fallout collectors Miller

H t 2 hr Make shelter survey Ali personnel
H * 6 hr Recover fallout samples Sively, Johnson

Recover outside aerosol !tamples Covey

i
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Appendix D

CONVERSION OF R/HR AS OBSERVED

ON THE AN/PDR-27C TO TRUE R/HR

D.1 SOURCE OF DATA AND INSTRUMENTATION

The photon distributions in the shelter on shot Diablo used in the following calculatiour
were obtained by removing the lead collimator shield from the single-chunmel pulse-height
analyzer described in Appendix B. The counts observed for a given time interval and channel
.iumber are presented in the columns of Table D.1. The number at the top of the various col-
umns represents the time at which the measurements for that column were commenced.

D.2 TREATMENT OF DATA

The spectral data taken at H-105 min were used as the shelter background, the backgroui.d
counts were subtracted from the corresponding counts in the columns to the right. The ener-
gies corresponding to the various channml numbers were obtained from observed spectral data
on standard samples of radionuclides with well-known decay schemes. The energy calibration
curve for the analyzer sett'ngs used in taking the data is shown in Fig. D.1. From this figure
and the net cunts per time internal, plots of the number of counts in a given enerf'7 interval
were made. It may oe noted from Fig. D.A that the pulse-height analyzer was not adjusted to
zero energy and did not record photon energies below about 0.15 Mev. Since complete spectral
coverage to zero energy was required for the analysis, it was necessary to extrapolate the
observed data to zero energy. Extrapolations from both line'ar and logarithmic activity vs.
channel curne, were considered. When boiA of these methods were applied to the H-rII min
measurements, the values obtuined from the sernilog plot were about 10 per cent higher tLan
those obtained from linear plot, Since this difference is negligible when considered in terms
of the over-all distribution and the attendant approximations in the calculations and since the
usre of the linear plot was more convenient, linear extrapolation was employed.

With the aid ol the extrapolation it became possible to estimate the relative number of
cnunts contained in selected energy intervals as shown in Table D.2. From these estimates
thp relative number of counts in each interval was determined. The data taken at H-hour were
not Inclu4ed because at tt..it time the radiation levels from the initial gamma were changing
much more rapidly than the rate at which the data were being taken. The data taken at B + 140
min were considered to duplicate those taken at -118 main and H + 129 rai; therefore they
were not included in the analysis. rinally, because many of the data taken at H + 790 min were
near the background level, many of the rv:iultant net counts are subject to large uncertainties,
and consequently the H + 790 min data were not reduced. The relative distribution for the re-
mainder of the data is riven ur. Table D.2.

To convert from relative number of counts in a given energy interval to the re!ative rum-
ber of incident photons in that interval, one must first 0' vids the former q'Aanity by the de-
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tector efficlen~ey. The detector efficiency is dependent upon the median energy for the interval,
the size of the detecting crystal, and the geometrical arrangement of the source material with
respect to the detecting element. The latter quantity fur the shelter is riot known in any de-
tail, and, even if it were, it is unlikely that the corresponding detector efficiencies would be
known. However, reference 1 gives the efficiencies for a crystal like that used in the pulse-
height analyzer (Appendix B) for a point source located at various distances up to a maximum
of 20 cm from the crystal. Inspection of the data in reference 1 shows that, although the effi-
ciencies corresponding to Lte 20-cm distance are different in absolute magnitude from the
efficiencies at, say, contact distance, the relati-ie efficiencies, i.e., ratio of efficiency at one
energy to that at another, are about the same. Because a better choice was not possible, it
was assumed that this observation would also apply between the relative efficiencies corre-
sponding to the 20-cm distance and the actual sopirce geometry. The relative efficiencies for
the 20-cm distance are reproduced in Table D.3; these were applied to the numbers in Table

D.2 to estimate the energy distribution of photons in the nhelter. The results are given in Table
D.4.

To convert the spectra to th,? relative contribution to the ionization rate of a given eriergy
interval, one must multiply the relative number of photons in each energy interval by the prod-
uct of median energy for that interval and the Klein-Nishiga absorption coefficient for air cor-
responding to the median energy. 2 Values for the latter quantity were obtained from reference
2 and are listed in column 3 Mf Table D.3. The product is given in column 4. The instrument

(AN/PDR-9,7C) ratios are given in the last two columns of Table D.3. The percentage of the
ionization rate contributed from a given energy interval is listed in Table D.5.

Conversion of the air ionization rate, Table D.5, to the gross response in roentgens per
hour as observed on the AN/PDR-27C requires that the ratio of the two quantities be known

for each energy interval. Data on the response of the AN/PDR-27C to various source geome-
tries as a function of source energy were furnished by G. A. Work.2 The geometry most ap-
propriate to the present calculation is the one designated as the vertical plane in which the

* source consists, in essence, of a uniformly active ring centered about the detector, located in
a vertical plane through the long axis of the instrument. The response of the AN/PDR-27C for
this geometry and for both ranges of detection on the instrument are presented in Fig. D.2.
With the aid of this figure it was possible to obtain the relative response for each energy inter-
val given in the last two column-m of Table D.3. The latter values were used to compute, in
relative terms, the contribution of the photoni in each energy interval to the over-all response
of the AN/PDR-27C from the values given in Table D.5. The results are given in Taole D.6;
the :sum is included for appropriate columns. This sum, when divided into 100 yields the ,un-
version ratio for the AN 'PDR-2 7 C, i.e., the factor that converts observed reading in roentgens
per Iour into the estimated v~tue ox the true ionization rate. The latter set of values are sum-
marited in Table D.7.

D.3 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

It will be recalled that it was necessary to extrapolate the number of counts in the channels
for photons from 0 to 0.15 Mev. Inspection of Tables D.2 and D.4 makes it evident that a con-
siderable fraction of these photon-energy dis:ributions is contained in the extrapolated region.
However, if reference is now made to Tables D 5 and D.6, it will be seen that the corresponding
relative contribution of the photons up to 0.15 Mev in energy is considerably smaller. Thus at
H + 118 min some 60 per cent of the photons in the shelter are contained in the region of ex-
trapolation, but only 17 per cent of the true air ionization and 13 per cent of the AN PDR-27C
(low-range) reuponse are contributv-d by these photor.s Therefore it is apparent that errors
in the extrapolation would not contribute corresponding errors in the values of Table D.7. In-
spection of Tabie D.3 shows that th~e biggest change in the relative Aistribution is brought abeut

by use of the product of the Klein-Nishina factor and the mediat eneigy. This if probably tlhe
most accurate set of conversion numbers used. Althooght mt:an larger uncertainties arc As-
sociated with the other conversion factors, the smaller variation from interval to interval does

not knake the filas result equally sensitive to such uncertainties.
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From rable D.7 it can be seen that there is excellent agreement among the results in each

sensitivity range. This is noteworthy because the spectral distributions from which they were

computed are quite different, and the good agreement indicates that the conversion factor is

quite insensitive to changes in the photon spectrum. The relative response of the low range

(50 mr/hr) of the AN/PDR-27C to the photon-energy distribution in the shelter, 1/1.37(0.735),

is very close to that given in the text for the response of the AN/PDR-39(TIB) to the photons

L from a distributed source of fission products.
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TABLE D.2--RELATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF OBSERVED PHOTON COUNTS

FROM THE PULSE-HEIGHT ANALYZER IN SELECTE.) ENERGY INTERVAlS

Energy Relative distribution (at indicated time after burst), o

interval, Mev H+ 11rmin H*118 min H+129 min H+315min

0 -0.06 14.7 32.1 35.2 23.2
0.06-0.08 4.2 8.7 8.9 6.5
0.08-0.10 4.1 7.8 7.9 6.1
0.10-0.15 10.7 17.2 17.0 15.0
0.15-0 20 9.5 10.3 9.0 11.9
0.20-0.30 15.0 11.1 8.0 16.8

0.30-.0.40 10.2 3.9 4A4 6.2
0.40-(0.50 7.4 .4 2.4 3.7
0.50-0,60 6.3 1.8 2.0 3.3
0.60-0.80 7.2 2.1 2.2 2.8

0.80-1.00 4.7 1.2 1.5 1.9
1.00-1.50 6.0 1.4 1.6 2.5

Total 100.0 100.0 100.1 99.9

TABLE D.3- FACTORS USED TO CONVERT SPECTRAL DATA TO
GROSS RESPONSE TO THE AN/PDR-27C

Crystal Klein-Nishina l,ýw range, Hiih range,
Energy efficiercv, factor x instrumernt instrument

interval, relative Klein-Nishhia Median energy, ratio ratio
Mev units factor, 101/cm i(bev x 10 1 )/ic relative units relative units

0 -0.06 8.8 2.10 0.063 0.05 o.19

0.06 -0.018 8.8 2.63 0.184 0.38 O. 73
0.08-0.10 8.7 2.YP0 0.252 0,56 0.91

0. ! 0 - 0.15 8.5 3.02 0.378 0.72 1.06

0.15- 0.20 8.2 3.28 0.574 0.74 1.05

0,20-0.30 7.6 3,56 U.89 0.69 1.04

0.30 -0,40 'I. I :7'T 1,32 0.711 1.03

0,40- 0.50 6.7 3.84 1.73 0.73 1.13
0,50- 0.60 6.4 3.3h 2.11 o,.75 1.02

0.60- 0.0 ;.-q 3.76 2.83 (0.Kh I.0l

0.80- :.0 "'.6 3.64 3.28 0.40 1.014

2.0 1.5 5 6 3.34 4.1K '.3 1 00

S. . . . i ll Il lll Illl I I I



TABLE D.4--ESTIMATED ENERGY DISTRIBUTION OF
PHOTONS IN SHELTER. SHOT DIABLO

Estimated energy distributio•

Energy (at indicated time after burst), •

interval, Mev H 11rin H+ 118rin 1+ 129rin m + 315 rin

0 -0.06 12.2 29.7 32.5 20.1
0.06-0.08 3.5 8.1 8.3 5.8
0.08-0.10 3.4 7.3 7.4 5.5
0.10-0.15 9.1 16.5 16.3 13.8
0.15-0.20 8.4 10.2 8.9 11.3
0.20-0.30 14.3 11.9 8.5 17.3

0.30-0.40 10.4 4.5 5.0 6.9
0.40-0.50 8.0 2.9 2.9 4.4
0,50-0.60 7.2 2.2 2.6 4.1
0.60-0.80 8.7 2.8 3.0 3.7
0.80-1.00 6.2 1.8 2.! 2.7
1.00-1.50 8.7 2.3 2.6 3.9

Total 100.1 100.2 100.1 99,6

TABLE D.5-CONTRIBUTION OF EACP ENERGY INTERVAL TO THE
IONIZATION RATE IN SHELTER, SHOT DIABLO

Energy Contribution (at indicated Wt.2 after burst), %

interval, Mev H+11 m in H4 118 min H- 129 min H11.315 mrin

0 -0.06 0.5 2.8 3.1 1.4
0.06-0.08 0.4 2.2 2.3 1.2
0.08-0.10 0.6 2.8 2.8 1.5
0.10-0.15 2.4 9.4 Q.2 5.7
0.15-0.20 5.3 8.9 7.6 7.2
0.20-0.30 8.7 16.0 11.4 16.9

0.-30- 0.40 9.4 8.9 9.8 9.9
0.40-0.50 9.5 7.5 7.5 8.3
0.51-0- 0 so 10.4 7.1 8.1 9.5
0.60 -0.811 15.7 11.2 11.8 10.7
0.00- 1.00 13.9 8.9 10.4 9.?
100- 1.50 25.0 14.3 1631 17'.8

Total 99.9 100.0 100.1 9.6
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